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Abstract 
This guide presents an updated and extended version of the ELEFAN 0, ELEFAN 
1 and ELEFAN 2 programs for Ilectronic LEngth frequency ANalysis. These 
programs can be used to estimate the parameters of a (seasonally 
oscillating) growth equation, total mortality (Z = P/B ratio) and related 
parameters, as well as to derive seasonal patterns of recruitment. Input 
data are length frequency samples collected at regular or irregular 
intervals, and, optionally, growth informations obtained from tagging-
recapture experiments or from ageing studies. The revised programs 
incorporate modifications suggested by recent simulation studies aimed at 
identifying sources of the bias in the original ELEFAN procedures. The 
programs are written in Microsoft Basic and available in a CP/M version (8 
bit CPU Zilog Z80), in a MS/DOS version (16 bit CPU Intel 80xx), andin the 
next future in a CP/M 68K version (16/32 bit CPU Motorola 68000). The 
listings included here refer to the MS-DOS version of ELEFAN. 
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This user's guide to the ELEFAN 0, l and 2 programs (henceforthwith cnlled 
''guille'', Jlresents revise<l und expanded versions of a set of computer-based 
methods for the estimation of growth, mortality and relnted pnrameters in 
fish population, known as J::_lectronic LEngth .!::_requency ANalysis (ELEFAN). 
The methods, initinlly presented in Pnuly and David (1980, 1981) nnd Pauly 
(1982) have found wide application throughout the world (see below and 
References section). 
In February 1985, a conference on the "Theory and Application of Length-
Based Methods in Stock Assessment" was held in Mazarra del Vallo, Sicily, 
Italy at which the ELEFAN programs and a number of other, length-based 
methods were reviewed (Pauly l985c, Pauly and Morgan 1985). At this con-
ference, simulation studies by Hampton and Majkowski (in press) and 
Rosenberg and ßeddington (in press) were presented, in which the performan-
ce of the ELEFAN l and 2 programswas assessed, based on simulated length-
frcquency data sets generated with known values of growth and mortality 
parameters. 
Thc versinn of thc ELEFAN l and 2 programs presented here incorporate thc 
results of these analysis, and thus represent a ''second generation'' of 
ELEFAN programs (another second generation version of ELEFAN 0, l and 2, 
for use with Hewlett-Packard computers, is also available, see Saeger and 
Gayanilo 1985). The new versions presented here include novel approaches 
for growth parameter estimation also presented at this conference, notably 
a method, modified from Morgan (in press) for the simultaneaus analysis of 
length-frequency and tagging/recapture and/or length-at-age data, and a 
method for the direct estimation of L and Z/K from length-frequency data 
00 
(from Wetherall et al., in press). 
Important modifications of the ELEFAN 0 program over the original version 
(David et al. 1982) are: 
l) Improved entry and editing routines, and 
2) Provision for the entry of probabilities of capture, by 
correction of a length-frequency data set for selection 
creation of a new, corrected data set). 
length, and 
effects (i.e. 
Important modifications of the ELEFAN 1 program over the original version 
(Pauly et al. 1980) are: 
3) Supression of ''drifting'' as described in Pauly et al. (1980), i.e. of 
1 
the output o[ impossibly low values of K and associated values of 
ESP/ASP'l (see Pauly 1985b and section 2.4.). 
4) Redefinition of ''scores'' associated with the largest fish and/or with 
isolated pcaks, such as to counteract (1) the tendency of ELEFAN 1 to 
overestimate L
00
, and (b) for single, isolated peaks based on a few 
animals to strongly affect growth parameter estimation. 
5) Output of a table of ESP/ASP values to help assess quality of growth 
parameter estimates associated with highest ESP/ASP values (as used in 
very carly versions of ELEFAN 1, andin Brouard and Grandperrio 1984). 
6) Incorporation of a routine which allows simultaneaus analysis of length-
frequency data and tagging/recapture and/or length-at-age data, based on 
an approach from Morgan (in press). 
Important modifications of the ELEFAN 2 program are: 
7) Addition of new weighting modes for combining a series of length-
frequency samples into one single total sample representative of the 
steady statc population. 
8) Incl usion 
frequency 
Wetherall 
of a new method for estimation of L and Z/K from length-
oo 
data and developed, 
et al. (in press). 
using a rigorous theoretical approach, by 
This latter routine, which can be implemented immediately after the ELEFAN 
0 program has the advantage that, by providing an estimate of L
00
, it 
considerably cuts computation time while providing a well-defined estimate 
for a parameter which ELEFAN l often has problems estimating reliably 
(Rosenberg and Beddington, in press). 
Unfortunately, there will be instances when this routine won't work; in 
such cases, ELEFAN l will have to be used with variable L (the user is 
00 
advised, however, not to Iet L wander to far of the size of the largest 
00 
fish, as ELEFAN 1, if anything, tends to overestimate L ). 
00 
Modification (7) was added to allow use of ELEFAN 2 in temperate areas, 
where strong seasonal growth oscillations can distort markedly the size-
frequency distribution of total samples accumulated over langer periods 
(T. Brey, pers. obs., H. Salzwedel, pers. comm .). 
Modification (6) anticipates a program by G.R. Morgan et al. (in prep.) 
implemented for use with Apple II microcomputers, and which will be in-
cluded as ELEFAN 5 in a comprehensive guidc to the ELEFAN system (also 
including ELEFAN 0, 1, 2, 3, 4), tobe published soon. Users of this 
specific routine should credit Morgan (in press, b) for the idea of 
2 
incorporating ELEFA~ 1 with tagging/recapture and/or 1ength-at-age data. 
~lodification (5) provides an output, i.e. a response surface (see Tab.10 
for an examp1e) which can be used for a subjective assessment of the 
re1ie~bility of estimates of growth parameters obtained by ELEFAN 1. One 
aspcct of the modifications in (4) are analogaus to modification (3) in 
that thc same puints (hcrc: negative points associated with !arge fish) arc 
prevented from bcing counted over and over again when the ESP value is 
computed (see section 2.3.). The other aspect of this modification isthat 
isolated peaks, i.e. peaks "surrounded by zero frequencies and which were 
previously multiplied by a factor whosc value descended arithmetically with 
ascending number of surrounding zero frequencies (i.c. from 1.0 to 0.2, in 
steps of 0.2, for 0 to 4 zeros) are now multiplied with factors whose value 
descend geometrically with ascending number of surrounding zeros (see Table 
2, section 2.3). 
Modification (2), used in the proper fashion, should also contribute to 
improved growth parameter estimates. What is meant here is that the ELEFAN 
1 and 2 programs can be used iteratively as follows: 
(i) first estimate L using ELEFAN 2B. 
00 
(ii) estimate the other growth parameters in a first pass with ELEFAN I. 
(iii) construct a catch curve and associated probabilities of capture for 
small animals using ELEFAN 2A. 
(iv) use the estimated probabilities of capture to correct the original 
length-frequency data for selection effects (using ELEFAN 0). 
(v) reestimate growth parameters (other than L
00
) in a second pass with 
ELEFAN 1. 
(vi) reestimate catch curve and derived quantities using ELEFAN 2A with thc 
new growth parameters and the original length-frequency data file, 
etc. (see Fig.l). 
Usually, one single iteration will suffice to bring convergence about, i.e. 
to obtain growth parameters not biased by selection effects (such para-
meters will usually include higher values of K!). 
This iterative procedure will not work, however, only if very low proba-
bilities of capture (say<0.01) are used to correct the 1ength-frequency 
data because very low probabi1ities wou1d overcompensate for the effects of 
se1ection. 
Modification (1) is Straightforward enough, and comments on it are not 
real1y needed. Rather we sha11 reiterate here the need, when working with 
3 
tiH' EIYL\N progr~ms, to use length-frequcncy data as reprcsentative ns 
possible of the population sampled, covering a range of length as wide as 
possible, and biased as little as possible by size-selective sampling gears 
and uneven distribution of the sampled population. Also, care should he 
taken to use samples obtained at intervals as regular as possible (this is 
however not a necessary requirement), and of sizes not varying too widely 
(see Pauly l984d for a step-by-step approach to obtain representative 
length frequency samples from stratified random trawl surveys). 
A modification with affects both ELEFAN 1 and 2 is that the growth equation 
used (see section 2.4.) assumes the parameterD in the generalized von 
Bertalanffy equation (see Pauly and David 1981 and Pauly 1984c) tobe equal 
to 1 (i.e. the parameter does not occur). This has the important impli-
cations that 
(i) computation time is reduced for ELEFAN 1, and 
(ii) avoids confusing users of the programs with what probably was a super-
fluous refinement. 
We hope that this new version of the ELEFAN 0, 1 and 2 programs will 
contribute toward the ELEFAN approach fulfilling its promise of simple, 
cheep and reliable fish stock assessments (Morgan 1983, Mathews, in press), 
as well as help benthologists and others working an growth and production 
of invertebrates. Toward this aim, we have added to the reference list -
over and beyend the items cited in the text - a number of references 
presenting applications of the ELEFA~ programs to fish and invertebrate 
stocks throughout the works. Users of this guide are invited to familiarize 
themselves with these papers, because it is such familiarity which will 




2. User's guide, by program 
The structure of the ELEFA~ program package and the links between the 
different programs are demonstrated by the flow chart in Fig.l. 
The ELEFAN program package consists of the following programs: 
START 
ELEFAN 0 
Main menu program 
Data file managment 
including library management subprogram EDITLIB 
ELEFAN lA: Restructuring of length-frequency data 
Optional input of tagging data and/or length at-age data 
ELEFAN lB: Identification of the best fitting growth curve 
ELEFAN 2B: Estimation of total mortality 
Derivation of seasonal patterns of recruitment 
ELEFAN 2B: Estimation of Loo and Z/K from mean lengths 
All programs are written in Microsoft Basic (version 5.2). The output 
procedures are adapted to Epson compatible printers. The program package 
is availabile on disk in a CP/M version and in a MS-DOS version. 
- Each Yes/No decision asked by the program has to be answered by l (=Yes) 
or by 0 (=No). 
- Do not use any comma within an "additional information" string. 
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Fig.l Flow chart showing the links between the ELEFAN programs. 
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2.1. START: Hainmenu program 
Every ELEFAN program (0, lA, lB, 2A, 28) can be entered directly or by the 
mc!in menuc program START. Finishing the work with any ELEFAN program will 
leed back automatically to the START program. 
2.2. ELEFAN 0: Data file management 
ELEFAN 0 is the program for the management of length-frequency data and 
length-frequency data files. The optional procedures are shown in the 
following menu. 
CREATE NEW FILE: 
SELECT SAMPLES FRO~ OLD FILE: 
EDIT OLD FILE: 
EDIT OLD FILE: CORRECTION FOR SELECTION EFFECTS 
EDIT OLD FILE: CHANGE LENGTH CLASS SIZE 
DATA FILE LIBRARY MANAGMENT 








The mnximum size of a data matrix is 24 samples * 30 length classes. * 
':' Only INTEGER-values can be used as frequency data. If available data are 
% values only, simply multiply them all by a factor of 100. 
* 
lf ELEFAN 0 is running for the first time, use option < 6) DATA FILE 
LlßRARY MANAGMENT for the initialization of a first data file library. 
flaximum number of data files in one file-library: 50 files. * 
After any modification of a data file it is reviewd for corrections and can 
be stored on disk and printed out on a lineprinter. Tab. 1 shows a matrix 
of 7 length-frequency samples of Syndosmya alba from Kiel Bay as printed 
with ELEFAN 0. These data shall be used throughout this guide (in text, 
figures and tables) to illustrate the procedures described. Also note that 
~HDL. stands for "midlength", an abbreviation for the median of a length 
class. 
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Tab .I Svndosmva alba data filc 
B:SYSFII.DAT 
Syndosmya alba I SF 04.1976 - 06.1977 I 1mm classes 
SA:ll'LE ~o I 2 3 4 5 6 7 
DAY. :to:-;T\1 l7 .04 2.07 19.09 15.12 18.02 30.04 24.06 
CLASS NIDL. 
I 1.5 0 0 0 2 0 2 0 
2 2.5 0 1 9 1 1 1 0 
3 3.5 0 1 34 3 0 1 0 
4 4.5 1 0 96 3 0 1 0 
5 5.5 I 1 68 4 2 1 0 
6 6.5 I 0 50 21 4 5 0 
7 7.5 3 0 16 33 9 7 1 
8 8.5 9 3 2 47 26 12 5 
9 9.5 5 3 I 34 30 14 10 
10 10.5 0 6 1 16 14 3 3 
II II. 5 3 1 0 9 ll 0 0 
12 12.5 1 0 0 4 4 0 0 
13 13.5 1 0 0 3 2 2 0 
14 14.5 0 1 0 2 2 1 0 
Actu~l run of ELEFAN 0 
The user must select a procedure from the menu shown above. A short de-
scription of these procedures is given here. 
(l) CREATE NEW FILE (Creation of a new data fi1e) 
The program asks for: - DATA FILE NAHE 
- ADDITIO:IAL INFOR~IATIONS 
- NUHBER OF SAHPLES 
- LOWEST HIDLENGTH 1) 
- HIGHEST HIDLENGTH 
- INTERVAL S IZE 
The input procedure starts with the first samp1e, and asks for: 
- ~IONTH (of sampling) 
1) Avoid a unit of length which leads to length values)320 · 
8 
- DAY (of sampling) 
- LO\,'EST MIDLENGTH ( wi th F>O in this samp 1 e) 
- IIIGHEST MIDLENGTH (with F>O in this snmple) 
If tl1e snmpling date in n given month is unknown, use the 15th; use an 
''nverage'' sampling date if samples have been pooled within a month. 
Then the frcquency values of this sample are entered. 
After thc last samplc has hecn entered, ench sample is displaycd again in 
the REVIEW FOR ERRORS procedure. Uncorrect sampling dates or frequency 
vnlues can be corrected. 
When the REVIEW procedure has been completed, the OUTPUT ROUTINE is en-
tcred. The data sct can be stored on disk (the datn file name can be stored 
in a data file library file) and/or printed out on a lineprinter. 
(2> SELECT SAMPLES FRON OLD FILE (forming a new data file) 
The program asks for the name of the old data file and Ioads it. The dates 
of nll samples nre displayed. The user must decide wether a samplc is to be 
included in the new file or not. REVIEW and OUTPUT are as described above. 
(3). EDIT OLD FILE (Correction of erroneous data) 
REVIEW and OUTPUT are as described above. The user must decide wcther the 
correctcd file is stored under a new name or under the old name (the latter 
of which causes the old file to be deleted). 
<4} EDIT OLD FILE: CORRECTION FüR SELECTION (probabilities of capture) 
Probabilities of capture are estimated by means of a catch curve (i.e. 
program ELEFAN 2A) or through a gear selection experiment (not discussed 
here, but see Pope et al. 1975). After loading the data file, thc program 
asks for the probabilities of capture (p), beginning with the lowest length 
class ( F. = F./p). Probabilities of capture< 0.01 should be set equal to 
1 1 
0.01 to prevent inflation of corrected frequencies. REVIEW and OUTPUT are 
as described above. 
(S> EDIT OLD FILE: INCREASE LENGT!I CLASS SIZE 
A length frequency data file can have its frequencies regrouped into larger 
classes, e.g. from lmm length classes to 2mm length classes. The program 
asks for the number of length classes added up in one new length class. 
REVIEW and OUTPUT are as described above. 
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<6> DATA FILE LIBRARY HA:-iAGE.'IE:-iT 
This subprogram C3n handle two things: 
- Initialization of a new data library file. 
- Deletion of data files from a library file and from disk. 
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2.3. ELEFAN lA: Restructuring of length-frequency data 
Optional input of tagging and/or length-at-age data 
ELEFA~ lA provides a linkage between ELEFAN 0 and ELEFAN IB. The program 
restructures a data matrix created with ELEFAN 0 and stored on disk. It is 
used also for the optional addition of tagging data or length-at-age data 
to the restructured length-frequency data. 
Restructuring of length-freguency data 
The aim, in restructuring a set oflength-frequency samples is to arrive at 
an objective identification (or definition) of the peaks corresponding to 
"cohorts", independently of the height of the peaks themselves and of any 
assumed shape for the peaks (i.e. no assumptions are made about the shape 
of the length-frequency distribution within a single cohort). 
The restructuring of length-frequency samples involves the following steps 
(each step is demonstrated in Tab. 4 with sample No 6 in Tab. 1): 
(I) For each length class i (i=l to n) the moving average MA. 
1 
(over 5 
length length classes) is computed. Zero frequencies are used for the 
clnsses i=O, i=-1, i=n+l, 
~: ~+1 
MA.=LF./5 
1 j~~·l J 
(2) Each frequency value 
i=n+2. 
F. is divided by its corresponding moving average 
1 
MA .. The resulting "adjusted" values FA. identify peaks (FA. 'I) and troughs 
1 1 1 





( 3) The average adjusted frequency value FA is computed, which is usually 
not far from unity. Each FA. 
1 
is divided by FA and I is subtracted, i.e. 
F'. = FA./FA -1 
1 1 
At this stage the length-frequency sample consists of 
points which are neither peaks nor troughs (F' .=0), of 
1 








(4) The procedure described in (1)-(3) has the disadvantage that the height 
of a positive value will be inflated by zero frequencies "surrounding" the 
length class in question. If a frequency value F. is surrounded by two zero 
1 
frequencies on each side, the moving average MAi will be equal to Fi/5 and 
FA.=F./(F./5)=5. 
1 1 1 
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Considering that the "points" of peaks surrounded by nonzero frequencies 
nrc genernlly in the range of 1 or less, nll positive values F'i referring 
to frequcncies surrounded by zero frequencies are multiplied by a factor of 
ll(2n7 ) for nz sttrrounding zero frcquencies (Tab.2). 
Tab.2 Adjustment of peaks F'. for adjacent zero frequencies 
l 
(i.e. for frequencies one or two classes to the left or 
right of a given lengthclass) 
No of zero frequencies 

























An additional, optional procedure to reduce the influencc of low frequency 
values is implemented in the version of ELEFAN described here. 
tive restructured values F'. are 
F'. = F'. I SQR(l+2IF.2) 
l l l 





This seems to be useful if 
values (f.(lü) are examincd. 
l 
length-frequency data including a Iot of low 
The effect of this procedure (not included in 
previous versions of ELEFAN) is shown in Tab. 3. 
Tab.3 Adjustment of peaks for low frequency valucs 
Frequency value F. Adjustment of F'. 
l l 
F'. = F'. I l. 732 
l l 
2 F'. = F'. I 1.225 
l l 
3 F'. F'. I 1.106 
l l 
4 F'. F' I 1.061 
l l 
5 F' F' I 1.039 
l l 
10 F' = F'. I 1.010 
l l 
(5) All values =-1 are set back to zero, the sum of all positive values 
SUM(+) and the sum of all negative values SUM(-) is calculated and all 
negative values arc multiplied by the ratio SUM(+)ISUM(-). This results in 
a restructured length-frequency sample with equal sums of positive and 
negative values. 
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Tab. 4 Illustration of restructuring procedure 
(Demonstrated with sample No 6 in Tab. 1) 
~I i d I • , .. ~lA. AF. F./AF Suutracl Adjust for Adjust Neutra-1 1 1 1 
1 zero frequ for F. lizcd 
1 
l . 5 2 0.8 2.500 2.187 + 1.187 + 0.297 + 0.242 + 0.242 
2.5 1 1.0 1.000 0.875 - 0.125 - 0.125 - 0.125 - 0.054 
3.5 1 1.2 0.833 o. 729 - 0.271 - 0.271 - 0.271 - 0.117 
4.5 1 1.8 0.556 0.486 - 0.514 - 0.514 - 0.514 - 0. 222 
5.5 1 3.0 0.333 0.291 - 0. 709 - 0.709 - 0.709 - 0.307 
6.5 5 5.2 0.962 0.842 - 0.158 - 0.158 - 0.158 - 0.069 
7.5 7 7.8 0.897 0.785 - 0.215 - 0.215 - 0.215 - 0.093 
8.5 12 8.2 1.463 1.280 + 0.280 + 0.280 + 0.278 + 0.278 
9.5 14 7.2 1.944 1.701 + 0.701 + 0.351 + 0.349 + 0.349 
10.5 3 5.8 0.517 0.452 - 0.548 - 0.548 - 0.548 - 0.463 
11.5 0 3.8 0 0 - 1 - 1 - 1 0 
12. r) 0 1.2 0 0 - 1 - 1 - 1 0 
13 • r) 2 0.6 3.333 2.916 + 1. 916 + 0. 240 + 0.196 + 0.196 
14.5 1 0.6 1.667 1.458 + 0.458 + 0.057 + 0.033 + 0.033 
AF = 1.143 Sill!(+) 1.098 
SUM(-) = 2.540 
SUM(+)/ SUM(-) = 0.432 
(6) The final step is to replace a11 negative values occuring in the 
highest lengthclass of a length-frequency data set by zero values and to 
divide all negative values occuring in the penultimate length class by 2. 
Simulation studies with the ELEFAN method showcd that this contibute to 
reducing overestimation of L (see Introduction). 
00 
Conversion of length-at-age data into growth increment data 
Because of the mathematical problems related to the estimation of t 0 
arising with the inclusion of length-at-age data in the ELEFAN procedure, 
these data are convertcd into growth increment data. These growth increment 
data, having a structure resembling tagging/recapture data are analyzed as 
13 
if they were, in foct, togging/recapture data (or tagging data for short). 
A moximum number of 10 ages can be entered. Because seasonal oscillations 
in growth are included in the growth model used by ELEFAN, it is important 
to know the date of sampling of the 1ength-at-age data. Age is entered in 
for01 of sampling date and number of years a:npleted until sarnpling date.1l 
Foreach age, 20 length data can be cntered. Thus a maximum number of 200 
length-al-age data pairs can be entered. 
Sorting the age data in an asccnding row (age1, age2, ... age10), a maximum 
number of 20 * 20 combinations of growth increments (length at age1 to 
lcngth 3 t age. 1 ) l+ and a total of 9 * 20 * 20 (=3600) combinations of 
lengths betwecn adjacent ages cxists, representing the growth increment 
from age. to agc. 1 . 1 1+ 
Using a random procedure, a maximum number of 100 pairs of age./length. and 
1 1 
age. 1/length. 1 is selected from oll possible combinations. 1+ l+ 
In order to get o more or less equol distribution of dato pairs over the 
whole length range, this range is divided into 10 intervals of equal size. 
Each growth increment sc1ected is sorted into these length classes with 
respect to its mean length (L.+L. 1)/2. A maximum number of 10 growth 1 l+ 
incremenls/1ength-interva1 is possible, which corresponds to the overal1 
maximum number of 100 combinations. 
Tab. 5 shows a set of length-at-age data selected from the known growth 
curve of Syndosmyo o1ba and the length-frequency data in Tab. I. 
Tni,.S Length-ot-oge dnta of Svndosmya alba. 
date of sampl ing number of years length (mm) 
day month complcted 
15 12 0 8.0, 8.5, 8.5, 9.0 
30 04 0 8.5, 9.0, 9.0, 9.5 
02 07 0 9.5, 10.0' 10.5 
30 04 1 13.0, 13.5, 13.5 
30 04 2 14.5, 14.5 
Actual r11n of ELEFAN lA 
The program is entered from the main menu START. It works only with data 
1) Years refers to the biological date of birth. 
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stored on disk (by means of ELEFAN 0). 
After loading the data file, the program asks: 
ADJUSTMENT OF PEAKS: OPTION A <l) OR OPTIO~ B (2) 
If l is entered, only the adjustment for surrounding zero frequencies is 
performed, if 2 is entered, the additional adjustment for low frequency 
value is also performed. 
Each sample is restructured and displayed. At the end the Available Sum of 
Peaks (ASP) is computed and displayed. 
Then a short menu is displayed: 
----- OPTIONAL INPUT MENU 
INPUT OF TAGGING DATA (1) 
INPUT OF LENGTH-AT-AGE DATA <2> 
GROWTH INCREMENT DATA FROM DISK <3 > 
NO ADDITIONAL DATA (4> 
SELECT NUMBER 
<l> INPUT OF TAGGING DATA 
Up to 100 sets of tagging/recapture data are allowed. The program asks for 
the number of data pairs. Data input procedure (Xth data pair): 
ENTERNUMBER OF DATA PAIRS (<=100): 
DATA PAIR No X 
ENTER TAGGING- LE~GTH, YEAR, NONTH, DAY 
IS THIS CORRECT ? <0> OR ~1> : 
ENTER RECAPTURE- LENGTH, YEAR, MONTll, DAY 
IS THTS CORRECT ? <O> OR < 1> : 
After all data are entered they are displayed again. The date values have 
been converted into relative age data (expressed as fraction of year). 
<2> INPUT OF LENGTH-AT-AGE DATA 
The maximum size of the data matrix is 10 age * 20 lengths at-age. 
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Age data must be entered in ascending row. 
Data input procedure (Xth age, first length): 
X th AGE: 
ENTER DAY, f!ONTII OF SMIPLING ( ENTER 999, 999 IF READY) 
D:TER Nl!c!BER OF YEARS CONPLETED: 
1 S Tfll S CORRECT ? <O> OR (1) : 
1 th LE~GTH 
ENTER LHGTII ( ENTER 999 IF READY) 
READY means that all data have been entered. The length data for each age 
ilre revie~cJ before the next age is entered. 
The following random procedure for selecting data combinations may require 
u few minutes of computation. The growth increments selected and their 
distribution over thc nvailable length range are displayed. 
('3) GR0\<111 IXCREf!E~T DATA FRmt DISK 
If tagging data or length-nt-age data have been stored on disk during a 
previous run of ELEFAN 1A, they can be added to the actual restructured 
1ength fre<juency <Iota using this option. 
lt is not possible to use this option tagether with option 1 or option 2 
EnER FI LEN A"IE : 
JS THJS CORRECT ? (0) OR O>: 
Jf Lhe Jota file loaded cantoins no growth incrcment data the program jumps 
back to the OPT!O~AL INPUT MENU. 
Finally, lhe new data file is named. The very last procedure included in 
ELEFAN lA is an OUTPUT-ROUTHIE as described above. If the data file is 
printed out on lineprinter, any growth increment data will optionally be 
printcd. Tab. 6 shows the restructured length-frequency data of Syndosmya 
alba (Tab. 1) and Tab. 7 shows the randomly selected growth increments 
depending on the length-at-age data in Tab. 5. 
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Tnb.6 Example output of ELEFAN JA, length-frequency data 
ll:SYSFl!R.DAT 
Syndosmya alba I SF 04.1976 - 06.1977 I 1mm c1asses I OPTION B 
SAMPLE No 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
DAY.MONTH 17.01 2.07 19.09 15.12 18.02 30.04 24.06 
CLASS MIDL. 
1 1.5 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.161 0.000 0.242 0.000 
2 2.5 0.000 0.067 -0.515 -0.275 0.130 -0.054 0.000 
3 3.5 0.000 0.041 -0.023 0.216 0.000 -0.117 0.000 
4 4.5 0.077 0.000 1.210 -0.338 0.000 -0.222 0.000 
5 5.5 -0.165 0.067 0.542 -0.452 -0.161 -0.306 0.000 
6 6.5 -0.490 0.000 0.275 0.044 -0.229 -0.069 0.000 
7 7.5 -0.194 0.000 -0.258 0.274 -0.173 -0.093 -0.373 
8 8.5 0.642 -0.032 -0.694 0.617 0.440 0.278 0.016 
9 9.5 0.072 -0.096 -0.588 0.313 0.533 0.349 0.528 
10 10.5 0.000 0.378 0.069 -0.149 -0.101 -0.237 -0.171 
ll 11.5 0.172 -0.528 0.000 -0.182 -0.071 0.000 0.000 
12 12.5 -0.057 0.000 0.000 -0.251 -0.184 0.000 0.000 
13 13.5 -0.028 0.000 0.000 -0.036 -0.107 0.196 0.000 
14 14.5 0.000 0.103 0.000 0.039 0.031 0.033 0.000 
ASP = 5.881 
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Tab 7. Examp1e output of ELEFAN 1A, growth increment data 
derived from 1ength-at-age data in Tab. 5. 
The random search procedure has selected 40 combinations out of 
the total of 43 possib1e combinations. 
B:SYSFllR.DAT 
Syndosmya a1 ba I SF 04.1976 - 06.1977 I 1mm classes I OPTION B 
LENGT!!-AT-AGE DATA 
No L(l) t(l) L(2) t(2) No L(1) t(l) L(2) t(2) 
1 8 .96 8.5 1.33 21 9 .96 9 1.33 
2 8 .96 9.5 1.33 22 9 .96 8.5 1.33 
3 8 .96 9 1.33 23 9.5 1.5 13.5 2.33 
4 8.5 .96 9 1.33 24 9.5 1.33 9.5 1.5 
5 8.5 .96 9 1.33 25 9.5 1.33 10 1.5 
6 8.5 .96 9 1.33 26 9.5 1.33 10.5 1.5 
7 8.5 .96 9.5 1.33 27 9.5 1.5 13 2.33 
8 8.5 1.33 10.5 1.5 28 9.5 1,5 13.5 2.33 
9 8.5 1.33 9.5 1.5 29 10 1.5 13.5 2.33 
10 8.5 .96 8.5 1.33 30 10 1.5 13 2.33 
11 8.5 .96 8.5 1.33 31 10 1.5 13.5 2.33 
12 8.5 .96 9 1.33 32 10.5 1.5 13 2.33 
13 8.5 1.33 10 1.5 33 10.5 1.5 13.5 2.33 
14 8.5 .96 9.5 1.33 34 10.5 1.5 13.5 2.33 
15 9 1.33 10 1.5 35 13 2.33 14.5 3.33 
16 9 1.33 10.5 1.5 36 13 2.33 14.5 3.33 
17 9 1.33 9.5 1.5 37 13.5 2.33 14.5 3.33 
18 9 1.33 10 1.5 38 13.5 2.33 14.5 3.33 
19 9 1.33 9 1.5 39 13.5 2.33 14.5 3.33 
20 9 .96 9 1.33 40 13.5 2.33 14.5 3.33 
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2.4. ELEFAN lB: Idcntification of the best fitting growth curve 
This program fits a von Bertalanffy growth curve to a given set of re-
structured length-frequency samples or to a set of restructured length-
frequency samples combined with a set of tagging data and/or length-at-age 
data (expressed as growth increments, see above). 
Avai1able Sum of Peaks (ASP) and Explained Sum of Peaks (ESP) 
Let us assume a set of ns restructured length-frequency samples. Usually we 
will find a number of np peaks (= runs of positive values) within each of 
the ns samples. If it is assumed that each peak corresponds to a distinct 
age class, it follows that any growth curve going through a certain peak 
will be able to "hit" only one of the length classes constituting this 
peak. Thus, by definition, the maximum sum of positive point values that 
can be accumulated by a growth curve fitted to a set of ns ssmples equals 
the sum of the highest values of all np peaks in all ns samples. This sum 
is called Available Sum of Peaks (ASP), and 
IIS ~ 
ASP= I L_llighest value of peak(i,j) 
i•~ l•4 i=index of sample, j=index of peak 
Any growth curve passing through a restructured length-frequency data 
matrix will ''hit'' a number of points (= length L at time t) within this 
matrix. Adding up the restructured frequency values corresponding to these 
points, a sum will be abtairred which can never exceed the ASP'~. A curve 
which goes through many peaks while avoiding most of the troughs will reach 
a high sum of points. This curve will interconnect a large number of peaks 
and is considered here to explain the positions of these peaks as the 
result of individual growth of the animals investigated. Therefore the sum 
of values corresponding to the points "hit" by the curve is called 
Explained Sum of Peaks (ESP). 
The ratio ESP/ASP is the index for the goodness of fit of a growth curve. 




and roughly 2 corresponds to the parameter r in correlation 
'-' Footnote: For this to apply, care must be taken to ensure (as done in 
this version) that, once a curve has hit any part of a peak, this entire 
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pcak should be "flagged out", i.e. not counted should it be hit ngain (one 
year Inter) br the same curve. This feature, not included in earlier ver-
sians of ELEFAN 1 completely supress the possibility of ESP/ASP values ">1, 
prevents "drifting" of K toward impossibly low values (see Pauly et al. 
1981) an in fact contributes toward reducing the negative bias associated 
with many estime1tes of K (Rosenberg e1nd Beddington, in press, and see also 
introduction). '!:' 
Index of goodncss of fit for tagging data and length-at-age data 
The calculntion of the index of goodnessof fit is the same for tagging datn 
and converted length-at-age data (i.e. growth increment data). Therefore 
references will be made in the following to tagging data only. 
A set of tagging data consists of a number nt of data pairs L1,t1 and L2 ,t2 
which are one length at time t 1 and a second length at time t 2• 
The change in length per time is given by 
AL/At = ( L2-L1 ) I ( t2-tl ) 
With any set of growth parameter values K, L
00
, C, and WP one cnn also 
calculate a theoretical length-increment by asking: what length would nn 
animal of length L1 at time t 1 have at time t 2 if its growth follows 
exactly the growth equation implied by the current set of growth parameter 
vnlues? 
For each of the nt tagging data pairs the following calculations are 
performed: 
- Calculation of the empirical length increment AL/At 
- Calculation of an internal "to" using the current growth parameter values 
and L1,t1 
Calculation of the expected length L' 2 at time t 2 using the growth para-
meter values and the "t0". 
- Calculation of the theoretical length-increment .AL'/ At 
- Calculation of the difference between empirical and theoretical length-
increment d(incr) = AL/Ät- AL'/At 






( L_(AL/Ad ( L ÄL/ Ät) 2)/nt)/(nt-l) 
The variance vd of the differences d(incr) is calculated in the same way. 
The smaller this vd is, the more of the empirical variance ve is explained 
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by the current growth parameter values. 
'i'he index 
GT ~ ( v -vd) I v 
e e 
is an index for the goodnessof 2 fit (similar to r ) of the growth parameters 
applied to the tagging data. If the fit is perfect, then all d(incr)=O and 
vd=O, which leads to the maximum possible value GT = 1. 
For age at length data the calculation routine is exactly the same, but the 
index for the goodness of fit is called GA. 
Combined goodness of fit indices 
In the following definitions are given for the combined indices of goodness 
of fit for possible combinations of data types considered in this version 
of ELEFAN l. 
data type indcx of goodness of fit 
lcngth-frequ. tagging length/age 
+ ESP/ASP 
+ + (ESP/ASP + GT)/2 
+ + (ESP/ASP + GA)/2 
+ + + (ESP/ASP + GT + GA)/J 
Length-frequency data must be be included in every combination. It will be 
noted that the combined indices for goodness of fit will ne\'er excced 1 for 
any combination of data types. 
Optimization of the ESP/ASP-ratio 
In the previous sections we explained how, for a given set of growth 
parameter values, a single value of ESP is obtained and how the ESP/ASP-
ratio is calculated. 
The main purpose of ELEFAN lB is to find the optimal ESP/ASP-ratio, i.e. 
the best fitting growth curve. In the following we will refer only to one 
growth function, the von Bertalanffy growth function modified for seasonal 
oscillations in growth (Pauly and Gaschütz 1979): 
-K·((t-t0 ) + ..C..sin(2-rt·(t-t ))) 2<T s ) 
~ L00 • ( 1 - e 
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L nsymtotic length 
()() 
K gro~th constnnt 
C constant expressing the amplitude of growth oscillation 
t starting point of oscillation with respect to t=O 
s 
t 0 origin of the growth curve 
Lt = length nt age t 
The winterpoint WP used in the ELEFAN programs is defined as the point of 
slowest growth within the year and is equal to t + 0.5. 
s 
Obviously this equation reduces to the usual von Beralanffy function when 
C=O. 
The constant t 0 cannot be estimated from length-frequency data alone. 
ELEFAN programs use an internal "t0", whose value depends an the starting 
point of the growth curve in the length-frequency data matrix. This inter-
nal"t0"value does not equal the t 0 value of the v.Bertalanffy equation! 
It is for the purpese of identifying, from among the millians growth curves 
that are possible, a single "best fitting" growth that the power of a 
computer is actually most needed. The reason for this is that there is no 
continuous function which could be used to express the relationship bctween 
a given set of growth parameter values and thP ESP/ASP ratio they generate. 
This implies that any search for an optimum combination of growth parameter 
values will have to be partly human-aided. In the case of ELEFAN lB, tbis 
human input involves, as suggested by Rosenberg and Beddington (in press): 
(i) identification of a (preferably narrow) range of growth parameter 
values between which the "true" values are expected, and 
(ii) examination of the response surface, which should - in the ideal 
case - have a single clearly identifiable area with high ESP/ASP 
values (in cases where L is the ordinate and K the abcissa, this 
00 
area should have the shape of a banana, suggestive of similar ESP/ASP 
for low values of K combined with high values of L and vice versa, 
00 
see Tab. 10). 
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Actual run of ELEFAN 18 
The following steps are involved in the analysis of a set of length-
frequency data by means of ELEFA~ 18: 
(1) Load restructured data file 
(2) Select search intervals for a11 growth parameters 
GR0w7H CONSTANT K: 
FIXED K <1> OR VARIABLE K < 2> 
VALUE OF K ? 
A rather good empirical found first estimation of K is: K = 3/lifespan 
If K is to vary, a search interval must be selected by entering a 
stepsize for K. This interval is K +!- 3*stepsize large. 
ENTER STEP SIZE OF K (3 STEPS TO BOTH SIDES) : 
(e.g. if K = 1.0 and STEP SIZE = 0.2, the search interval is 1.0 +!- 0.6 
and the following seven values of K are used for growth curve 
calculations: K = 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0, 1.2, 1.4, 1.6) 
ASYMPTOTIC LENGTH Loo: 
FIXED Loo <I> OR VARIABLE Loo (2> 
VALUE OF Loo ? 
Jf Loo is to vary, the program displays: 
LOWER LIMIT OF Loo ' (upper limit of highest length-class) 
ENTER STEP SIZE OF Loo (3 STEPS TO BOTH SIDES) : 
A first estimation of L can be: 
00 
maximum 1ength in data set divided by 
0.95. Another approach to obtain a (first) estimation of L is through the 
00 
ELEFAN 28 program (see introduction). 
SEASONAL OSCILLATION IN GROWTH: AMPLITUDE CONSTANT C (O'=C) 
SET C=O IF GROWT!I OSCILLATIONS ARE APPARENT 
SET C=1 FOR SAMPLES FROM TEMPERATE WATERS 
FIXED C < 1) OR VARIABLE C <2> : 
VALUE OF C ? 
If the variable mode is se1ected: 
ENTER STEP SIZE OF C (2 STEPS TO BOTH SIDES) 
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lf c~o. a value for the winterpoint, i.e. the time of slowest growth within 
the year, must be selected. 
WI~TER POINT \\P (G<=WP<l) 
FIXED WP <I> OR VARIABLE WP <2) 
VALUE OF WP ? 
If the variable mode is selected: 
ENTER STEP SJZE OF WP (2 STEPS TO BOTH SIDES) 
The last parameter to select is the starting point of the growth curve 
within the length-frequency data matrix. The starting point is necessary 
for the calculation of the internal "to" value. 
Three possible options exist: 
(i) Fixed starting point. 
A gi ven length in a given sample is used as starting point. 
(ii) Fixed starting point within an interval of +/- l/2 length class. 
The point selected is the midpoint of an interval +I- 1/2 length class, 
the latter of which is divided into 10 parts of equal size (= 11 steps). 
(iii) Variable starting point. 
The highest va1ue of each peak within the restructured length-frequency 
matrix (midlength and the two points +/- 1/2 lengtbclass away) is examined. 
If the best ESP/ASP-ratio found exceeds 0.6, a search with smaller steps 
as described above is performed. 
Starting point se1ection procedure: 
STARTING POINT VARIABLE <1> 
STARTI~G POINT FIXED AT LENGTH <2> 
STARriNG POINT FIXED AT LENGTH +/- 1/2 LENGTII CLASS < 3> 
SELECT NU~ffiER 
Then all parameters entered are displayed, the input procedure repeated if 
necessary. 
Do not allow too many parameters to vary at the same time! Tab. 8 gives an 
Impression of the number of calculations related to different combinations 
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of fixcd and variable parameters (with starting point fixed). 
Tab. 8 Number of growth curves examined for different growth parameter 
combinations. fix = fixed, var == variable 
Parameter No of steps mode 
fix var 
K l 7 fix var var var var 
Loo l 7 fix fix var var var 
c l 5 fix fix fix var var 
WP l 5 fix fix fix fix var 
number of runs 1 7 49 245 1225 
\,'hen working wi th a microcomputer, a rather economic strategy is to make a 
first run with all growth parameters fixed and while varying the starting 
point. In the following runs the growth parameters may be varied while 
holding the starting point fixed. 
(J) Search routine 
During the search routine the following informations are displayed: 
Actual values of K, Loo, C, WP and the corresonding 
BEST ESP/ASP-ratio, SAHPLE No, LENGTH 
If the mode "VARIABLE" was selected, each starting point which leads to an 
ESP/ASP-ratio higher than 0.6 will be rechecked in small steps. 
(4) Further processing 
At the end of the search routine the growth parameter combination with the 
best ESP/ASP-ratio is displayed. The user has to decide: 
FURTHER SEARCH 
RESPONSE SURFACE CALCULATION 
GRO\<ITI! CURVE CALCULATION 





Selecting l leads back to the growth parameter input procedure. 
Selecting 2 leads to the RESPONSE SURFACE CALCULATION and back to this 
menu. 
Selecting 3 leads to the OUTPUT PROCEDURE and back to this menu. 
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GRO\{fl! CURVE CALCULATION 
If tagging dnta nnd/or length-nt-age data are included, the correlation 
between ESP/ASP nnd GT (and/or GA) is computed and displayed. 
The best growth parameter vnlues are displayed and the corresponding growth 
curve is calculated. (Growth curve points refer to the 15th of each month). 
Output on lineprinter is possible (see Tab.9). 
'~ Importan t * 
It may be impossible to compile ELEFAN lß using BASCOH in the CP/H-version 
because the program is too long. In this case the growth curve calculations 
should be separated from ELEFAN lß (compiled version). 
The following modifications should be done in ELEFAN lB: 
line 2040 PRINT "GROWTH CURVE CALCULATION NOT INCLUDED" 
line 2050 INPUT "E~TER <RET) TO CONTINUE : ",Cl:RETURN 
delete lines 2060 - 2500 
The resulting program (without growth curve calculation) is short enough to 
be compiled. Use the interpreter-version of ELEFAN lB for the calculation 
of the growth curve. 
RESPONSE SURFACE CALCULATION 
This routine is computing a ESP/ASP-ratio matrix for a fixed startingpoint. 
Two growth parameters can be held variable. The resulting matrix shows the 
response of the ESP/ASP-ratio to changes in the growth parameters and gives 
an impression of the reliability of the ''best'' growth parameter estimates 
(as in Brouard and Grandperrin 1984, and see introduction). 
Actual running: 
RESPONSE SURFACE CALCULATIO~ 
'~':' 2 GROWTH PARAHETERS (K, Loo, C, WP) VARIABLE ** 
ENTER GROWTH PARAHETER INTERVALS (LOWER, UPPER LIHITS) 
IF FIXED THEN ENTER LOw'ER LHIIT ~ UPPER LIHIT 
K ENTER LOWER, UPPER LIHIT: 
Loo ENTER LOWER, UPPER LIHIT: 
C ENTER LQ\,'ER, UPPER LIHIT: 
\\P ENTER LO"'ER, UPPER LHIIT: 
* Importnnt: In the case of the response surface, the lower limit of L 
00 




must exceed the 1ength of the starting point. 1 ) 
The response surface is ca1cu1ated and disp1ayed. Output on 1inepriner is 
possihle (see Tab. 10). 
Tab. 9 Example output of ELEFAN lB 
Growth curve fitted to the restructured data in Tab1e 6. 
B:SYSFllR.DAT 
Syndosmya alba I SF 04.1976 - 06.1977 I lmm classes I OPTION B 
v.BERTALANFFY GROWTH CURVE FITTED TO Tl!E DATA 
GROWTli-PARAMETERs: K ~ 1. 22 
Loo~ 15.1 
c ~ 1.18 
WP ~ .18 
STARTING POINT: SAHPLE 4, CLASS 8, LENGTH 8.74 
ESPIASP ~ .767 
GROWTH CURVE POINTS (LENGTH) FOR TIIE 15th OF EACH MONT!I 
MONT!I 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
------------------------------------------------------------------
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2.1 4.7 6.6 8 
9.1 9.1 9 9 9.1 9.7 10.4 11.3 12 12.6 13 
13.3 13.3 13.3 13.3 13.3 13.5 13.7 14 14.2 14.4 14.5 
14.6 14.6 14.6 14.6 14.6 14.6 14.7 14.8 0 0 0 







Fig. 2 Lenght-frequcncy data of ::iyndosmya alba with superimposed 
growth curve fitted by ELEFAN. 
1. 
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10 17. Apr 76 
N= 25 
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N = 19 
1 15 mm 
Tab. 10 Examp1e of a response surface. 
Depending on the ~yndosmya a1ba data (Tab. 6) 
B:SYSF11R.DAT 
Syndosmya alba I SF 04.1976- 06.1977 I 1mm c1asses I OPTION ß 
RESPONSE SURFACE CALCULATION 
K .62- 1.70 
Loo: 13.1 - 22.1 
c 1.18- 1.18 
WP .18- .18 
K 
.62 -447 133 387 431 454 523 530 616 623 623 
.74 -212 155 435 459 470 530 641 504 396 396 
.86 -164 487 445 516 611 641 621 396 187 187 
.98 49 369 475 513 744 524 396 187 187 -51 
1.1 12 445 521 740 541 314 187 103 -51 37 
1.22 79 445 767 626 314 187 103 -51 37 37 
1.34 134 474 332 314 103 37 37 37 37 
1.46 122 683 546 332 103 37 37 37 37 37 
1.58 122 701 336 248 191 37 37 37 37 126 
1. 70 251 409 248 231 37 37 37 37 126 126 
Loo 13.1 14.1 15.1 16.1 17.1 18.1 19.1 20.1 21.1 22.1 
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2.G. ELEFAN 2A: Estimntion of total mortality and related parameters 
ELEFAN 2A is used for the estimation of (1) the mortality (and related 
parameters) of the population in question by mcans of a ''length-converted 
catch curve" and for the calculation of (2) the seasonal recruitment 
pattern of the population. 
Mortality and the concept of a ''length-converted catch curve'' 
For ecologists, this is the most interesting part of the ELEFAN-programs, 
because the "length-converted cntch curve" is n way to estimate the annual 
P/B-ratio of the investegated population. 
Allen (1971) showed that the total mortality Z of a population is equal to 
the P/B-ratio, if mortality cnn be expressed by a single negative exponen-
tial function and if the individual growth can be described by a von 
Bertalanffy function. ( Valid for steady-state populations only.) 
The ''length-converted'' catch curve is a simple way to estimnte the mortali-
ty of a population, if the growth parameters are known, and if the assump-
tion of stable age distribution implied in catch curve-bascd methods is 
reasonable (see below). 
Theory -'!!. catch curves 
Cntch curves are usually constructed for the investigation of the mortality 
within natural fish populations (see Ricker 1975). Essentially they consist 
of a plot of the natural logarithm of abundance in various age classes N(t) 
against their corresponding age t, as shown in Fig.3. 
The ascending left part of the plot is due to 
efficiency of the gear with decreasing size of fish. 
the decreasing 
The descending 
part of the plot can be ascribed to mortality within the population. 
catch 
right 
If the mortality of the population follows n single negative exponential 
model 
N = N '' e -Z*t 
t 0 
then a catch curve will show a rather straight descending right srm, which 
can be described by a linear equation which is the logarithmic form of the 
equation above 
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nnd the total mortality Z is equal to the slope b (with sign changed). 
If the individual age of the animals is not known, a "length-converted" 
catch curve can be used in the same way as described above to determine the 
total mortality Z (Pauly 1982, 1983a,b, Gulland 1983,p.l04-105, Pauly 
1984a,b, 1984c, chapter 5). 
The "length-converted" catch curve as used in ELEFAN 2A consists of a plot 
of ln(N. I At) against relative age t., where N. is the number of animals in 
1 1 1 
the i-th length class and At is the time required by an average animal to 
grow through this length class (all of which can be easily computed if the 
growth parameter values are known). 
The regression function for the estimation of Z is then 
ln(N./Ät) = a + b '' t 
1 
and Z = - b 
The following assumptions are involved in the estimation of Z from the 
''length-converted'' catch curve: 
(i) Z is constant over nll age/size classes included in the plot. 
(ii) Recruitment fluctuations (with respect to all age classes included) 
have been small and of random character. 
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(iii) The gear used has a selection curve such that only the smnller 
nnimals arc selected against. 
(iv) The sample used represents the average population structure over the 
time considered. 
Calculations involved in the estimation of Z 
---
Three major steps are involved in the calculation of the mortality Z: 
(1) Pooling of individual length-frequency samples into one large length-
frequency sample which is supposed to be representative of the popu-
lation. 
(2) Construction of the catch curve proper, using the large sample and a 
set of growth parameter values. 
(3) Estimation of Z from the descending right arm of the catch curve. 
An additional procedure is the 
(4) Approximation of the selection curve of the sampling gear and of the 
mean length at first capture L of the sampled animals. 
c 
(I) Pooling of individual samples 
This is particulary needed in short-lived benthic animals, because their 
population structure is affected by sensanal recruitment pulses. 
To prevent sampling errors from unduly affecting the total sample, several 
possibilities of weighting the periodic samples prior to pooling in the 
large sample are given: 
- No weighting 
- Conversion to % length-frequency 
Weighting by the square-root of sample size 
- Conversion to % length-frequ. and then weighting by square-root 
The conversion to % length-frequency has the effect of giving the same 
weight to each sample. In some cases, e.g. if the sampling area is not 
equal for all samples and sampling is affected by large random deviations 
it may be appropriate to use an additionally weighting by the square-root 
of sample size. Use "No weighting" if the data represent a single cohort. 
Two other (optional) weighting procedures are included here: 
- \Veighting with respect to distance in time 
(time elapsed between samples, as suggested by J.L. Hunro, pers. comm.) 
If the distance in time between the single samples within the year is not 
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equal, a higher weight can be given to morc isolated samplcs. 
For each samp1e this weight corresponds to the distancc dt (as fraction of 
year) lo thc nearcst sample. Each frcquency of the snmp1c is wcightcd by 
F. = F. * (1 + 2*dt) 
1 1 
- Weighting with respect to seasonal oscillotions in growth (C, WP) 
lf thc growth oscillation constant C of the seasonally oscil1ationg von 
Bertalanffy equation exceeds 1, a certain period of stagnation in growth 
and negative growth occurs around the winterpoint I<P. This affccts the 
estimation of Z through the catch curve. If more than one samp1e is in-
cluded in the period of Stagnation, these samp1es can be pooled separate1y 
into one "winter-sample", which is representntive for the period of 
Stagnation in growth. 
(2) Construction of the catch curve 
All steps included in the computation of the "lcngth-converted" catch curve 
are demonstrated in Tab. ll using the poo1ed samp1es from Tab. l. 
The relative age at the lower limit, the uppcr limit and the midd1c of cach 
Fig. 4 Example of a length-converterl catch cuvn 




































5 relative age 
Tab. 11 Construction of a ''length-converted'' catch curve 
Data: ~yndosmya alba (from Tab. 1), K = 1.22, Loo = 15.10 
* indicates points included in estimation of Z 
cluss lower higher mid- N t thigh Ät N/Ät %(N/At) ln(% N/At) t low mean 
limit length years 
1.0 2.0 1.5 4 .056 .116 .060 66.338 1.037 0.036 0.086 
2 2.0 3.0 2.5 13 .116 .181 .065 199.731 3.121 1.138 0.148 
3 3.0 4.0 3.5 39 .181 .252 .071 551.586 8.619 2.154 0.216 
w 4 4.0 5.0 4.5 101 .252 .330 .077 1305.161 20.394 3.015 o. 290* 
""" 
5 5.0 6.0 5.5 77 .330 .415 .085 901.008 14.079 2.645 o. 371 * 
6 6.0 7.0 6.5 81 .415 .510 .095 848.893 13.265 2.585 0.461* 
7 7.0 8.0 7.5 69 .510 .619 .108 638.845 9.982 2.301 0. 563'' 
8 8.0 9.0 8.5 104 .619 .743 .124 835.803 13.060 2.570 0.678'-' 
9 9.0 10.0 9.5 97 .743 .890 .147 660.939 10.328 2.335 0.813''' 
10 10.0 11.0 10.5 43 .890 1.069 .179 240.363 3.756 1.323 0.974* 
11 11.0 12.0 11.5 24 1.069 1.298 .229 104.727 1.636 0.493 1.175* 
12 12.0 13.0 12.5 9 1.298 1.617 .319 28.193 0.441 - 0.820 1 .442'' 
13 13.0 14.0 13.5 8 1.617 2.147 .530 15.094 0.236 - 1.445 1 • 840'' 
14 14.0 15.0 14.5 6 2.147 4.113 1.965 3.053 0.048 - 3.043 2.644 
lcngth class - t 1 , th. h and t - are givcn by ow rg mean 
t Jn(J - (Lt/Loo))/-K 
The time required to growth through a length class, Ä t is 
!:. t = thigh - tlow 
The catch curve is constructed using ln(%N/l)t) and t 
mean 
(3) Estimation of Z 
Using the catch curve plot displayed and the listing of catch curve points 
(see Tab. 12), it can then be decided wether the singlenegative exponen-
tial mortality model describes adequately the mortality of the population 
in question. If this appears to be true, the points to be included in the 
computation of Z are selected. This is the most sensitive part of the whole 
procedure. 
Usually the first point selected (P1 in Fig.3) should be the point immedia-
lely to the right of the highest point. In small bivalve noolluscs, however, 
the selection curve of the sieve used is often very steep, so the highest 
point can often be included. 
At the right end of the plot, points should not be included which 
corresponds to length-values 
(<S) animals only. 
greater than 95% of L and/or based on a few 
00 
A first estimate of Z, Z' is calculated by linear regression over the 
selected points. 
An iteration procedure (due to Px Sparre, pers. comm) corrects this Z' for 
the nonlinearity of the growth model and for the fact that some mortality 
occurs within each length clnss: 
-Z ''At ln(N./( 1- e j i )) = a- Z. 1 1 J+ 
where i is the lengthclass number, t. 
1 
* t. 1 
is the relative age at the 1 ower 
limit of length class i, zj and zj+1 are initial and improved estimates of 
Z, respectively. 
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Tab. 12 Examp1c outpul of ELEFAN 2A, catch curve data points 
~yndosmya alha data from Tab.1 
B:SYSF11.DAT 
Syndosmya alba I SF 04.1976 - 06.1977 I 1mm classes 
WEICHriNG ~!ODE l\o 1 
WEICHriNG (THIE): NO 
WEIGHTING (C,WP): NO 
GROWTH-PARAMETERS: Loo= 15.1, K = 1.22, C = 1.18, WP = .18 
CATCII CURVE POINTS No LN(%Nide1ta T) RELATIVE ACE 
1 .0359218 .085758 
2 1.138131 .148359 
3 2.153957 .216139 
4 3.015241 .2900334 
5 2.644673 .3712555 
6 2.585092 .4614201 
7 2.30082 .5627431 
8 2.569552 .6783812 
9 2.33482 .8130559 
10 1.323308 .9742938 
11 .4925125 1.175214 
12 -.8197835 1. 441953 
13 -1.444563 1.83991 
14 -3.042821 2.643868 
(4) Se1ection curve and mean 1ength at first capture 
If the natural mortality M of thc population in question is known, thc 
selection curve of the gear can be inferred from the shape of the ascending 
left part of the catch curve (see Pauly 1980 for a mcthod to estimate M 
in fish populations from L , K and mean enviromental temperature. 
00 
The se1ection curve is computed by setting up a table of probabilities of 
capture for the length c1asses not fully se1ected by the gear. 
Tab. 13 shows the table of prohabilities of capture computed, based on the 
results given in Tab. 12. 
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DELTA T is the difference in time between the two corresponding midlength' 
L. nnd L. 1• 1 H 
~IORTALITY 1 is the mortality within n length class. It is cnlculated by 
interpolation between H (mortality in the highest lengthclass not caught at 
all) nnd Z (i.e the mortality from point P1 on). The step size for the 
interpo1ation is estimated from (Z-H)I(n+1) where n is the number of 
c1nsses for which mortality must be interpolated (here, n = 3). 
Tab. 13 Example output of ELEFAN 2A, total mortality, probabi1ities 
~yndosmya alba data from Tab.1 and Tab.12 
B: SYSFll. DAT 
Syndosmya a1ba I SF 04.1976 - 06.1977 I 1mm classes 
TABLE OF PROBABILITIES OF CAPTURE 
WEIGHTING HODE No 1 POINTS INCLUDED: 4 - 13 
WEIGHTING (THIE): NO 
l>'EIGHTING (C,WP): NO 
GROWTH-PARAHETERS: Loo= 15 .1, K l. 22, C = 1.18, WP = .18 
TOTAL ~10RTALITY Z = 3.037686 
NATURAL HORTALITY H = 3.037686 
(LINEAR REGRESSIO~: Z = 3.056646, GORRELATION COEFF.=-.9711379) 
~1idl. N DELTA T NORTALITY NORTALITY N p p 
caught 1 2 availab1e cumulative 
1.5 4 3.037686 187.8501 .0213 .0213 
.1170586 3.037686 
2.5 13 3.037686 155.3193 .0837 .105 
.182249 3.037686 
3.5 39 3.037686 126.4173 .3085 .4135 
.2530862 3.037686 
4.5 101 3.037686 101 1 1.4137 
HEAN LENGTH AT FIRST CAPTURE = 3.5865 
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MORTALITY 2 is the mortality occuring between adjacent length classes. It 
is calculated as the mean between NORTALITY 1 of adjacent length classes. 
The number of animals available in each lengtbclass (Nav), is calculated by 




is the number available in length 
in the next length class. 
class i and Nav. 1 the number 1+ 
Therefore this calculation has 
to be started with the 
higher 
length class next to the class with NORTALITY 1 = Z. 
The probability of capture P for each length class i is calculated by 
P = Ncaught./Nav. 
1 1 
where Ncaught is the number of animals really caught. 
The mean length at first capture L is the length corresponding to a 
c 
cumulative probability of capture of 0.5 (=50%). 
In marine benthic invertebrates the natural mortality N usually eqv~ls the 
total mortality Z because there is no fisheries impact an the population. 
Therefore the calculation of NORTALITY 1 AND ~IORTALITY 2 is superfluous. 
Actual run !2.f. ELEFAN 1!!_ (~lortality) 
After a length-frequency data file is loaded and the growth parameter 
values are entered, the main menu 
----- ELEFAN 2A NAIN ME~U 
RECRUITIIENT PATTERN <1> 
TOTAL MORTALITY < 2 > 
RETUR~ TO START MENU 0 >' 
SELECT tiill-IDER 
leads to the mortality routine when (2) is selected. 
The first step is the pooling and weighting procedure: 
----- WEIGHTING/RESTRUCTURING OF SAMPLES 
NO liEIGIITING/RESTRUCTURING: ( 1> 
COWERSION TO % LENGTH-FREQU.: < 2) 
liElGI!TING BY SQUARE ROOT OF SAMPLE SIZE: (3) 
CONVERSION TO % AND WEIGHTING BY SQUARE ROOT: (4) 
SELECT NUMBER : 
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\'EIGIITI~G \HTII RESPECf TO DISTANGE IN TH![? < 0> OR <1> 
Each sample is displayed. Original and weighted values are presented. 
The user is allowed to exclude certain samples from further processing, 
lf the amplitude constant C of growth oscillations exceeds 1, weighting 
with respect to Stagnation in growth is possible. 
\\EIGHTING WITH RESPECT TO C AND WP? <0 > OR <1> 
After this procedure the ''status'' of each sample is displayed. 
STATUS OF SMlPLES 
0 = EXCLUDED, 1 = INCLUDED, 2 
No. STATUS 
I.'EIGHTED WlTH RESPECT TO C AND WP 
Then the samples are pooled and the calculations shown in Tab.l1 are 
performed. 
If there is a zero frequency value in any length class of the pooled 
sample, further processing is stopped because of ln(O)=fatal error. 
ZERO FREQU. VALUE(S) INCLUDED IN DISTRIBUTION! 
FURTHER CALCULATION IHPOSSIBLE! 
The pooled sample is displayed. A value of 1 can be inserted in the 
original length-frequency distribution of one single sample, or the data 
can be regrouped into larger length classes (both options are performed 
using ELEFAN 0). 
If no zero frequency ocurred, a videoplot of the catch curve is dis-
played. 
VIDEO PLOT: Y-axis: ln(%N/delta t), X-axis: relative age 
NOTE POINTS TO BE INCLUDED! 
Each point is represented by the number of the corresponding length class. 
LJSTING OF TIIE DATA POINTS? <0> OR <1> 
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lf l is entcred, the data are listed. Output on lineprinter is possible and 
should be Jone (sce Tab.l2). 
~ow the points for the estimation of Z are selected. 
lmSTRLiCTJO~ OF TIIE CATCII CURVE 
E\TER F I f:ST l'O 1 ~T ( iio) TO ßE I NCLUDED 
EHER LAST POINT (No) TO BE It\CLUDED 
Z' and Z are computed. The results are displayed: 
TOTAL ~!ORTALITY Z: ( val ue of Z) 
Z' and thc correlation coefficient r are also displayed. 
For thc construction of a table of probabilities of capture, a value of the 
natural murtality ~ must be entered.* The selection curve is computed and 
displciyed. Output on lineprintcr is possible as shown in Tab.l3. 
Further c31cu1ations are optional: 
NE\1 CALCULATION OF Z WITII OTIIER POINTS? <O> OR <l>: 
NE\V CALCULATIO:\ IHTH DIFFEREiiT \ffiiGIITit\G HODE 0 <O> OR <1>: 
tf nonc of thcse options is choosen thcn: 
RF.CIWITMENT PATTERN \viTII SAME WEIGIIT. HODE? <O> OR <1>: 
~ footnotc: Pauly (!984a) hns shown that the estimates of mean length at 
first capturc 
of the valuc 
L obtained through this routine are rclatively 
c 
of M entered; thus, entering Z=M will provide 
independent 
reasonablc 
estim~1tes uf L The curve discusscd here is,rigourously speaking, not a 
c 
"selection", but a "resultnnt" curve, i.e. the product of a gear 
selcction curve with o rccruitment curve (sec Gulland 1983 p.l27). 
Therefore, valucs of Lc estimated by the procedure outlined here will tend 
to be higher thon estimates of Lc obtained from selection experiments. This 
effect can !Je counteracted bv using here, for the estimation of Lc only 
thosc lengtll-frcquency samples which include small animals, i.e. samples 
collected during the recruitment season (Y. ~lokhtar, pers. comm.). 
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Seasonal recruitment patterns 
Cnlculation of a rccruitment pattern 
A recruitment pattern is a graph whose peaks and troughs reflect the 
seasonality of recruitment to the stock in question. If a set of length-
frcquency data and a corresponding set of growth parameter values are 
available, the recruitment pattern can easily be computed by projecting 
each length-frequency sample backward onto the time axis. In other words, 
if we calculate the time at which length was zero for each length class of 
every sample and sum up the abundance of each point of our data matrix 
(length, sampling time) in the corresponding time interval (here, 12 
intervals = 1 year), the result will be a seasonal recruitment pattern. 
ELEFAN 2 uses a more complex computation procedure correcting for the fact 
thnt growth is not linear. 
Each length class (of each sample) is divided in 10 intervals of equal 
size. 
The value added to the recruitment pattern memory is N./10 divided by 
1 
the time required to grow trough the length interval in question. 
- The lowest monthly recruitment value is subtracted from all 12 values 
resulting in at least one zero value corresponding to the month of 
lowest recruitment. The resulting distribution is converted into relative 
frequency. 
Because t 0 from the v.Bertalanffy function is usually not known (that means 
the absolute age of the animals in unknown), the exact position of the 
recruitment pattern within the year is not known also. However, examination 
of the length-frequency samples should suggest the time of highest recruit-
ment within the year, especially when small sizes are represented in the 
samples. 
Actual run of ELEFAN 2A (Recruitment pattern) 
This part of the program is entered as described above. The weighting and 
samples selection procedure are the same as those described above with the 
exception that optional weighting with respect to growth Stagnation (with 
respect to C and WP) is superfluous. 
Computation requires a few minutes on a 8 bit-CPU. 
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The resulting recruitment pattern is disp1ayed. Output on 1ineprinter is 
possible (see Fig.S). 
~ig. ~ ~x3mple of u rccruitment pattern 
_;)yndosmya alba data from Tab. 1, K 
RECRUIT~ENT P'TlERN 
WEIGHTING "ODE No I 
WE16HTIN6 (li"El :NO 
1.22, Loo = 15.1 
6ROW1H-PARA"ETERS: Loo~ 15.1 , K ~ 1.22 , c~ 1.18 , WP ~ .18 
!RECPUimNT 
30 I I 
28 I I 
27 I I 
25 I I 
24 I I 
11 I I I 
21 I I I I 
11 I I I I 
17 I I I I 
16 I I 
14 I I I 
13 I I 








6 I I I I I 
5 I t I ' 
I 
3 I I I I 
2 I I I I I I I I I 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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2.6. ELEFAN 2B 
ProgrGm ELEFAN 2B is used to obtain a first estimation of L and ZIK 
00 
willJaul any informe~lion ubout growth itself being availablc. 
The metbad and equations implemented here are due to Wetherall et Gl. (in 
press), to whom reference should be made in papers based on this routine 
(see also Introduction). 
Thc metbad 11pplies only if the single negative exponential mortality model 
fits the data, and if a stable age distribution can be assumed. 
The program first displays a curve with N(length class) at the Y-axis and 




the estimation of L will be rcasonable, 
00 
then selects onc point (P1) of the curve, 
be ignored because of selection effects. 
otherwise not. 
at the left of 
Now XIY data points are calculated, for i=Pl to the last point, where 




mean length ovcr all classes above and including i; Y. 
l 
which 







ZIK are estimated from a regression line to the xly data, where 
a + b *X. (regression equation) 
1 
= a I (1-b) 
b I (1-b) 
The actual run is nearly the same like described for ELEFAN 2A 
(1) Lauding of a length-frequency data file 
(2) Selection of samples included in computation 
(3) Calculntion and presentation of the catch curve 
(4) Selection of the lowest lengtbclass to be included 
(5) Computation of L and ZIK, optional output on lineprinter (Tab.l4). 
00 
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Tab. 14 Example output of ELEFAN 2B 
B: SYSFII. DAT 
~yndosmya ;dho I SF 04.197(] -06.1977 I lmm classes 
ESTI~!ATTO~ OF INFINITE LENGTII 
REGRESSIO~ EQUATIO~: X = LOI-'ER LH!IT OF S~!ALLEST LENGTH CLASS 
Y = ~ffiAN LE~GTH OVER ALL CLASSES 
LO\\EST CLASS INCLUDED: LENGTHCLASS No 6 
Y = 4.563045 + .6815749 * X r 
ESTntATE OF Loo: 14. 33004 
EST!c!ATE OF ZIK: 2.140456 
2 
.9833799, r = .967036 
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l . . 1) 5. Program 1st1ngs 
10 PEM START 
20 REM MAIN MENU FOR ELEFAN PROGRAMS 
30 PRINT CHR$(27) CHR$(91) CHR$(50) CHR$(74) 
·lO PF:INT ":n::l:n: ATTENTION :f;:f::U:": PF.:INT 
'.30 F"F: I NT" TH I S VEF:S I ON OF ELEF AN I S ADAPTED TO EPSON-COMPAT I 8LE PP I NTEF.:S 
60 PPINT"C:ONNECT THE PF.:INTEF.: NOW I II: PF.:INT 
70 I NF'UT "ENTEF: <RETURN> TO CONTI NUE : " , C 1 
80 LPF.: I NT CHF.:$ ( 27) II I "CHF.:$ ( b) CHF.:$ ( 27) CHF.:$ ( 81) CHF.:$ ( 100) 
90 PF.:INT:PF.:INT:PF.:INT CHRSC27) CHF.:$(91) CHF.:$(50) CHRSC74) 
100 PF.:INT" E L E F A N 
110 PF.:INT 11 ELECTF.:ONIC LENGTH FF:EQUENCY ANALYSIS 
120 PF:INT" MS/DOS - VEF.:SION 
130 PF.: I NT" ( o:) 1'385 DAN I EL PAUL Y AND THOMAS 8F.:EY 
140 PF.:INT 11 ------------------------------------------------------------------
150 PRINT 11 MAIN MENU FOP ELEFAN PPOGF.:AMS 
160 PRINTII------------------------------------------------------------------
170 PF.:INT 
180 PP I NT " ELEF--AN 0 : FILE MANAGMENT < 1 > 
1'30 PF.: I NT: PF.: I NT II ELEFAN 1 A : DATA F.:ESTF.:UCTUF.: I NG II 
200 PP I NT " INPUT OF AGE -LENGTH DA TA < 2 > 
210 PRINT:PPINT II ELEFAN 18 GF.:OWTH CUF:VE PARAMETERS 
220 PF.:INT:PF.:INT 11 ELEFAN 2A CATCH CUF.:VE + RECPUITMENT PATTEPN 
230 PRINT:PRINT 11 ELEFAN 28 ESTIMATION OF Loo AND Z/K 
240 PPINT:PPINT II END 
250 PR I NT: INPUT" SELECT NUMBEF.: 
260 IF C1<1 OP C1>6 THEN 170 
270 ON Cl GOTO 280,290,300,310,320,330 
280 CHAIN "ELEFANO":GOTO 330 
2'30 CHAIN "ELEF;\NlA":GOTO 330 
300 CHA IN "EL.EF AN l 8 II : 130TO 330 
310 CHAIN "ELEFAN2A":GOTO 330 
320 CHAIN "EL.EFAN2B":GOTO 330 
330 END 





: II' Cl 
1) We are aware that one cannot hope to catch the last bug in a program, but 
have made serious efforts to catch the penultimate one. On the other hand, we 
have not spent as much time as we could have on making the displays look 
"pretty" and on including all possible error traps. Users interested in dis-
tributing to other versions of the ELEFAN programs improved along these lines 
are invited to contact us. 
2) The ESC-sequence chr$(27) chr$(91) chr$(50) chr$(74) should make "clear 
screen". Substitute it by the adequate command of your system. 
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1 0 F:Ei"l ELEF AN 0 
20 DEFINT A,C,I,N:WIDTH LPRINT 250 
30 DIM AC24,30l:DIM A1C24l:DIM AMC24l:DIM AOC24l:DIM El$C50l:OIM E2$(50) 




PROGRAM ELEFAN 0 
DATA INPUT ANO FILE MANAGMENT PROGRAM 
80 PRINT''---------------------------------------------------------------------
'30 PRINT 
100 PRINT''THIS PROGRAM CAN HANDLE UP TO 24 SAMPLES ANO 30 MIOLENGTH C=CLASSES) 
110 PF:INT: PP I NT" IMPOF.:Tr~NT I" 
120 PI:::: I ~H" LENGTH-FPEQU. OATA: INPUT I 1\ITEGER V~\LUES ONL V 
130 FOR Il=l TO 24:FOR I2=1 TO 30:ACI1,I2l=O:NEXT:NEXT 
140 PEM REAO LIBRARY 
150 PF:INT: PF.:INT: INPUT "PEAO A OATA FILE LIBRAF:v·-;:- <O> OP < 1 >: ",Cl 
160 IF Cl=O THEN GDTO 210 ELSE GOSUB 1990 
170 PP I NT: PF::INT" :t: OATA FILE LIBF::AF:Y "LIB$" V': PR INT 
180 FOR IL=l TO NF:PRINT ElSCILl TABC17) E2$CIL) 
l':iO IF IL/lO=INTCIL/10) THEN INPUT "PRESS <F:ET> TO CONTINUE: ",Cl 
200 NEXT IL 
210 PRINT''------------------------------------------------------------------
220 REM *** ELEFAN 0 MAIN MENU *** 
230 PP I NT: PF:: I NT"-··----·- SELECT FF:OM THE FOLLOW I NG -----
240 REM A=FPEQLJ.-VALUE, Al=+/- COUNTEP, AM=MDNTH, AO=OAY 
250 F·F.:I~H" CREATE 1\IEW FILE: < 1 > 
260 PF.:INT" SELECT SA1'1PLES FROM DLD FILE: <2> 
270 PF.:HH" EDIT OLO FILE: <::::> 
280 PF::INT" EOIT OLO FII_E: CORF::ECTION FOP SELECTION EFFECTS: <4> 
2'30 PF:INT" EOIT OLO FILE: Cf-lANGE LENGTH CU\SS SIZE: <5> 
300 PPINT" DATA FILE LIBF.:AF.:Y MANAGMENT: <6> 
310 F'F<:ItH" BACf:: TO ELEFAN MAIN MENU: <7> 
320 II'-JPUT " SELECT NUMBEF.: :",Cl 
330 IF C1=7 THEN 2570 
340 ON Cl GOSUB 370,700,1020,1230,1460,2560 
350 GOTO 130 
360 PEM ======================================================== 
370 REM ***** CPEATE NEW FILE ttttt 
380 PRINT CHR$(27)CHPSC91)CHRSC50)CHR$(74) 
390 PPINT''-------------------------------------------------------------------
400 F·F: I 1\IT" CF.:EATE NEW F I l_E 
410 PRINT" DATA INPUT POUTINE 
420 PRINT''-------------------------------------------------------------------
430 PRINT"OATA FILE NAt1E = OF.:IVECA or Bl:NAt1EC<=8 CHARACTEF.:Sl.OAT 
440 INPUT 01$ 
450 PRINT''INFDRMATIONS ABDLJT THE DATA FILE CSPECIES I AREA I PEPIDOl 
460 INPUT 02$ 
470 F'F:INT: INPUT "NUMBEF.: OF SAMF'LES: ", Nl: IF Nl >24 THEN 470 
480 INPUT "LOWEST MIOLENGTH : ",Ml 
4'30 INPUT "HIJ3HEST MIDLENC1TH: ", M2 
500 II\IF'UT "INTEF.:Vf'1L SI ZE ",SI 
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510 REM N2=NUMBER OF MIDLENGTHS CCLASSES) 
520 N2= ( M2-M 1) /SI+ 1: I F N2 >30 THEN F'R I NT: PR I NT" t10F;E THEN 30 CLASSES! ": GOTD 480 
530 REM INPUT ROUTINE: I1 TD Nl SAMPLES, I2 TO N2 MIDLENGTH 
540 FOR I1=1 TO Nl 
550 PF.: I NT CHF.:$ C 27) Cl-IP':> ( '=.i 1) Cl-IR$ (50) C::f-IF.:S ( 74) : PF.: I NT" SAMPLE" I 1 
550 I Nl-'UT "MONTH"; AM ( I 1 ) : I NF'UT "DA Y"; AO ( I 1 ) 
570 I NPLJT "LDWEf!T /VI I DLENI::iTH IN TH I ~3 SA/VIF'LE: "; /VIL 
580 IF t1L<Ml THEN PRINT":t::f: EF.:ROF.: :n: "ML"<"M1:GOTO 570 
5'30 INPUT "H H1HEST 1'1! DLENGTH IN Tl-li S SA/VIF'LE: " ; MH 
5oo I F MH >M2 THEN PP I NT" :t::t: EPF:oF: :n: "MH" >" M2: (:;oro 5'30 
610 NL=CML-Ml)/SI+1:NH=N2-CM2-MH)/SI 
520 REM NL=LOWEST MIDL., NH=HIGHEST MIDL. WITH FREQU.>O 
530 FOR I2=NL TD NH 
640 F'F.:INT"MIDLENGTH"ML+CI2-NL):t:SI", FF:EQUENCY: ":INPUT ACil, 12) 
650 NEXT:NEXT 
650 GOSUB 1650:F:EM TO REVIEW 
670 GOSUB 2090:REM TD OUTPUT 
680 F.:ETUF.:N 
690 REM ======================================================= 
700 REM ttttt SELECT SAMPLES FRDM OLD FILE tlttt 
710 PRINT CHRSC27)CHRSC91)CHF.:$(50)CHF.:$C74) 
720 PRINT''--------------------------------------------------------------------
730 PF:INT" F:OUTINE TCJ EXTF:ACT A SUBSET DATA FILE 
740 PRINT''--------------------------------------------------------------------
750 F.:EM INPUT OLD DATA FILE 
760 PF.:INT:INPUT "ENTER OLD FILE NAME: ",01$ 
770 GOSUB 1880:F.:EM TO F.:EAD 
780 PRINT:PF.:INT D1$:PF.:INT 02$:PF.:INT 
7':'!0 INPUT II IS TI-HS COPF:ECT ·~· <O> OF: < 1 >: II, Cl: IF Cl< >1 THEN 760 
8oo PP I NT" NUMBEF.: DF SAMPLI::::s "N 1 
81 o PP I NT" NUMBEF: m~ MI DLENGTHS" N2 
820 PRINT"INTEF:VAL SIZE "SI:PF.:INT:FOF.: I1=1 TO 500:NEXT 
830 PF:INT:F'F.:INT"SAMF'LE No:•" TABC15) "DAY 11 TABC20) "MONTH" 
840 FOF: 11=1 TO Nl:PF.:INT TAB(4) 11 TABC15) AOCI1) TABC20) AMCI1):NEXT 
850 PF: I NT: F'F.: I NT" SELECT S/11""/F'LES I NCLUDED IN THE NEW SM'IPLE": F'F.: I NT: N3=0 
850 F'F:INT"SAt-1PLE No" TABC 15) 11 DAY 11 TAB(20) 11 MDNTH" TABC40) "NEW SUBSAMF'LE" 
870 FOR 11=1 TO Ni:PF.:INT TABC4) I1 TABC15) AOC!1) TABC20) AMCI1) 
880 INPUT" INCLUDED? <O> OF.: < 1 > : ",Ai CI 1): N3==N3 
+Al(Il):NEXT 
890 F.:EM CREATION OF THE SUBSAMPLE 
'300 I 1'-=0 
910 FOR I3=1 TO N3 
920 I1=I1+1:IF A1(!1)=0 THEN 920 
930 FOR 12=1 TO N2:ACI3,12)=ACI1,I2):NEXT 
940 AMCI3l=AMCI1l:ADCI3l=ADCI1):NEXT 13 
'350 N1=N3 
'350 INPUT II NEW Dt,T (', FILE ~~AME: II, 01$ 
970 F'F: I NT 11 INFORMATIONS THE NEW DAT /1 FILE ( SF'EC I ES I AF:E/1 I PEF: IOD) 11 : I NF'UT 02$ 
980 GOSUB 1660:REM TO REVIEW 
990 GOSUB 2090:F:EM TO OUTPUT 
1000 F:ETUF.:N 
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1010 REM =================================~===================== 
1020 REM ***** FILE EDITING *~*** 
1030 PRINT CHR$(27lCHR$(91lCHR$(50lCHR$(74l 
1040 PRINT''--------------------------------------------------------------------
1050 PF:INT" EDIT OLD FILC 
1060 PRINT''--------------------------------------------------------------------
1070 PF:INT: INF'UT "ENTEP ~-ILE NAME: ",Dl$ 
1080 GOSUB 1880:REM TO READ 
1090 PRINT:PRINT D1S:PRINT D2$:PRINT 
1100 INPUT "IS THIS THE COPF:ECT FILE"~· <O> OF.: < 1 >:",Cl 
1110 IF Cl<>l THEN 1070 
1120 INPUT "IS THIS TH[~ F:I13HT NAME/INFDF.:MATION? <O> CJF: <1>:",C1 
1130 IF C1=1 THEN 1150 
1140 INPUT "ENTEF: NEW NAt·1E: ",01$: INPUT "ENTEF: ND·J INFORI"IATION: ",02$ 
1150 GOSUB 1660: REM TO REVIEW 
1160 PF:INT CHF:$(27)CH1?~>('01lCHF:$(50lCHF:$(74l:PRINT"DELETE Ol_D FILE (.>,ND OLD NAME F 
OR NEW FILE: <1> 
1170 PRINT"SAVE OLD FILE AND NEW NAME FOF: EDITED FILE: <2> 
1180 INPUT C1:IF C1=1 THEN KILL D1$:GOTO 1200 
11 ':iO INPUT "ENTEF<: NEW FILE NAME: ", D 1$ 
1200 GOSUB 2090:REM TO OUTPUT 
1210 RETUF:N 
1220 REM ======================================================= 
1230 REM ***** EDIT OLD FILE: COF:RECTION FOR SELECTION EFFECTS ***** 
1240 F'F: I NT CHF:$ ( 27 :1 CHF.:$ ( 91 ) CHF:$ (50) CHR$ ( 7 4) : PF: I NT" COF:F:ECT I ON OF DA TA US I NG PF:DBA 
BILlliES OF C.~PTUF.:E" 
1250 PF:INT: INPUT "ENTEF<: DLD FILE NAI"IE: ",Dl$ 
1260 GOSUB 1880:REM TO F:EAD 
1270 PF:INT:PRINT D1$:PF:INT D2$:PF:INT 
1280 INPUT "IS TI-HS COF:PECT ·'? <O> OF: < 1 >:",Cl 
1290 IF C1=0 THEN 1250 
1 :~00 F'F: I NT: PF.: I NT" LOWEST MI DI._ENGTH: "M 1 
1:310 PP I NT" H I GHE:ST 11 I DL.ENCiTH: "M2 
1320 PF:INT"INTEF.:VALL: "SI:PF.:INT 
1330 FOF: 12=1 TO N2 
1340 PF:INT: PF:INT"f:li ZE CLASS" I2", MIDLENI3TH"M1+ ( I2-1) :*:SI 
1350 INPUT "PF:OBAB I LI TY·'? (I F TH I S l\ND THI::: FOLLOW I NG VALUES o~ 1 THEN ENTEF:: ':i':i) : ", F 
V 
1360 IF FV>=99 THEN 1400 
1370 FOF: I1=1 TO N1 
1380 ACI1,I2)=INT(A(I1,I2l/FV+.5l:NEXT 
13'30 NEXT I2 
1400 GOSUB 1660:REM TO REVIEW 
141 0 PF:: I NT: I NPLJT "ENTEF.: NEW FILE NAt1E: " , D 1 $ 
1420 INPUT "I NFOF.:M;\ TI ON t;BOUT THE DAT A FILE: ", D2'l> 
1430 GOSUB 2090:F.:EM TO OUTPUT 
1 •140 F:ETUF:N 
1450 REM ===========~========================================== 
1460 REM ***** EDIT OLD FILE: CHANGE LENGTH CLASS SIZE ***** 
1470 PF:INT CH~~:·$(27lCHF:$(':Jl) CHR$ (50) CHR!l> C74): PF:INT"CHANCiE LENGTH CLASS SI ZE": PPIN 
T 
1480 INPUT "ENTEF: OL.D FILE NAI"IE: " , D :l ·~; 
1490 CiOSUB 1880:F:EM TO READ 
1500 PRINT:PRINT D1$:PF:INT D2S:PRINT 
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1510 INPUT 01 IS THIS COF:F:ECT? <O> OF: <L·: 01 1 C1 
1520 IF Cl=O THEN 1480 
1530 F'PHH: INPUT 01 NUMBEF: m- OLD INTEF.:VAL_S INCLUDED IN 1 NEW INTEF.:VAL: "; ST 
1540 N3=INTCN2/STl:IF N3<N2/ST THEN N3=N3+1 
1550 FDP I1=1 TO N1:I3=1-ST 
1560 FOR I2=1 TD N3:I3=I3+ST:SU=O 
1570 FDR I4=I3 TD I3+ST-1:SU=SU+ACI1,I4l:NEXT 
1580 A(I1, I2l=SU:NEXT I2 
1590 NEXT I1:N2=N3:M1=M1+CST-lltSI/2:SI=STtSI:M2=Ml+CN3-l)tSI 
1600 N2=N3:GOSUB 1660:PEM TO REVIEW 
1510 PPINT: INPUT "NEl--J FILE NAME: II' Dl$ 
1620 INPUT 01 I NFDPMAT I ON ABOUT TI-IE Dt~ TA: ", 02$ 
1630 GDSUB 2090:REM TO OUTPUT 
1640 RETUF:N 
1650 PEM ====================================================== 
1660 PEM ttttt subroutine REVIEW ttttt 
1670 PRINT CHR$C27lCHRSC91lCHRSC50lCHR$(74) 
1680 PPINT''--------------------------------------------------------------------
16'30 PP I NT II F.:EV I EW FOF: EF:F.:OF.:S 
1700 PRINT''--------------------------------------------------------------------
1710 FOR !1=1 TO Nl 
1720 PF.:INT: PF.:INT"SAI'"IF'L.E" I 1: PF:INT"DAY"ADC I 1) 01 MDNTH 01 AMC I 1) 
1730 INPUT II IS THIS COF:RECT? <O> 01~: < :l >: II' Cl 
1740 IF C1<>1 THEN INPUT "NEW DATE: DAY,MONTf-1 ",ADCI1l,AMCI1l 
1750 PF.:INT: PP I NT" DATA IN SAMPLE II I 1 
1750 PPINT"CLASS" TABC10) "MIDL. II TABC20) "FF:EQUENCY" 
1770 FOP I2=1 TO N2:PRINT TABC2l 12 TA8C10l M1+CI2-l)tS1 TABC23l ACI1,I2l 
1780 IF LU~c:l=INT C 12/;"21 l THEN INPUT "PPESS <PET> TO CONTINUE", Cl 
17'30 NEXT 12 
HJOO PPH~T: INPUT II IS TI-IIS COF:PECT""? <O> OF: < 1 >: II' Cl 
1810 IF C1=1 THEN 1850 
1820 INF'UT "CLASS WITH EPF:ONEOLJS FF:EC1UENCY: "; C2 
1830 Pf"<:INT"CLASS"C2", MIDL."M1+<:C2-1):f:SI", FF:EQU."ACI1,C2) 
1840 INPUT "F: I GHT FF.:EDLJENCY: ", A (I 1 , C2) : GOTO 1800 
1850 NEXT 11 
1850 F:ETUF:N 
1870 REM ======================================================= 
1880 REM ***** subroutine READ FROM DISKETTE tttt* 
1890 ON ERROF: GOTO 1910 
1 '300 OPEN " I " , t~ 1 , D 1 $: GOTO 1 '320 
1 '31 0 PRI NT" :u: EF:ROP :n· NONE X IST I NG FILE :*::t:": CLOSE~-t1: PESLJME 1980 
1920 INPUT#1,D2$ 
1930 INPUT#1,N1,N2,Ml,M2,SI 
1940 FOR !1=1 TO N1:INPUT#1,AMCI1),ADCI1) 
1950 FOR 12=1 TO N2:IF EOrC1) THEN 1970 ELSE INPLJT#1,ACI1,12) 
1 '360 NEXT: NEXT 
1 '370 CLOSEJf 1 
1980 I~:ETUf?N 
1990 REM ***** subroutine READ LIBRAF:Y ***** 
2000 ON EF:ROF: GOTO 2030 
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20 1ü I NF'UT "ENTEF.: THE Nt'\~IE OF THE Oi\T A FILE LI BPAF.:Y: ",LI B$ 
2020 130TO 2040 
2030 CLOSE#1:RESUME 2010 
2040 OPEN " I " , tl1 , LI 8$ 
2050 INPUT#1,NF 
2060 FOP IL=1 TO NF:INPUT#1,E1SCIL),E2SCILl:NEXT 
2070 CLOSE#1:RETURN 
2080 REM ======================================================= 
2090 REM ***** subroutine OUTPUT CLINEPPINTER, DISKETTEl ***** 
2100 PF:INT CHF:$ (27) CHP$ ('~11) Cf!P$ (50) CHR$ (74) 
2110 PRINT''-------------------------------------------------------------------
2120 PP I NT" OUTPUT F.:OUT I NE 
2130 PRINT''-------------------------------------------------------------------
2140 PR I NT"------· DUTPUT MENU ------
2150 PR I NT" OUTPUT ON LINEF'RINTEF.: < 1 > 
2160 PF? I NT" STOF:AGE ON 0 I Sf:ETTE < 2 > 
2170 PI? I NT" END OF F'I?OGPAM < 3 > 
2180 I NPLIT " SELECT NLIMBEF.: : ", C 1 
2190 IF C1=3 THEN PRINT CHR$C27lCHP$C9llCHR$C50)CHR$C74l:PETUPN 
2200 ON Cl GOSUB 2210,2400:F'RINT CHP$C27lCHRSC9llCHP$C50lCHRSC74l:GOTO 2140 
2210 REM ***** OUTPUT ON LINEPRINTER 
2220 PRINT CHR$C27lCHRSC9llCHP$C50)CHPSC74l:PRINT''OUTPUT ON LINEPPINTER, FORMAT: 
X-AXIS = SAMF'LES, Y-AXIS = MIDLENGTH 
2230 NP=INT(N1/12+11/12) 
2240 IS=l:IP=12:IF N1<12 THEN IP=Nl:NP=l 
2260 PF.: I NT NP" SHEETS OF PAPEF: F:EClll I F::ED": pr.:: I NT 
2270 FOF.: I 3= 1 TO Ni=': PP I NT I 3". SHEET OF PAPEF:" 
2280 INPUT "UNEPRINTER F:EP,DY? <RET>: ",Cl 
22'30 LPF.: I NT D 1 ~P: LPF.: I NT D2$: LPJ;:: I NT: LPF.: I NT" SAMPLE No"; 
2300 FOF: Il=IS TO IP:LPF:INT TABC17+CI1--·ISH:7l Il;:NEXT:LF'RINT"" 
2310 LPPINT"DAY.MONTH"; 
2320 FOF: Il=IS TO IP:L.F'RINT T,;B(17+CI1-IS:q:7) US!N(:i "##.##"; CAD(!l):flOO+AM(!l)) 
/100;:NEXT:LPRINT 
2330 LF'P I NT: LPF: I NT" CLASS MI DL. " 
2340 FOR I2=1 TO N2:LPRINT TABC2) I2 TABC8l Ml+CI2-ll*SI; 
2350 FOR Il=IS TO IP:LPPINT TABC17+CI1-ISl*7l ACI1,I2l;:NEXT:LPPINT 
2360 NEXT I2 
2370 IS=IP+1:IP=IP+l2:IF IP>Nl THEN IP=N1 
2380 NEXT I3 
23'30 RETURN 
2400 PEM ***** STORAGE ON DISKETTE 
2410 OPEN "O",tH,Dl$ 
2420 PRINT#1,D2$ 
2430 PRINT#l,N1;N2;M1;M2;SI; 
2440 FOF.: I1 = 1 TO N 1: F'P I NTjH, AM (11) ; AD (11) ; ", "; 
2450 FOR I2=1 TO N2:PRINT#l,ACil,I2l;:NEXT:NEXT 
2450 CLOSEUl 
2470 PEM WPITE LIBF:ARY 
2480 F'F: I NT: I NPLIT" STOF:,t-.GE OF FILE -N/>,ME IN f, DATA FILE LI Bf<:AF::v·-;:- < 0 > OF-: < 1 > : ", C 1 
2490 IF Cl=1 THEN GOSUB 2000 ELSE 2550 
2500 IF NF<50 THEN NF=NF+l:ElSCNFl=Dl$:E2SCNFl=D2$ ELSE PPINT'' MAXIMUM NUMBEP OF 
NAMES ALREADY STOPED!:goto 2480 
2510 OPEN "0",4i=l,LIE{$ 
2520 F·F.: I NT!t 1, NF 
2530 FOF.: IL=l TO NF:PF.:INTjU,El$CIU;",";E2$CIU;",";:i'.IEXT 
2540 CLOSE#1 
2550 F:ETUF-:N 
2550 CHAIN "EDITLIB" 
2570 C:HAIN "STAF:T" 
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10 F:EI"l ED I TLI B 
20 DEFINT C 1 I 
30 DIM E1$(50l:DIM E2$C50) 
40 F'F: I NT CHF.:;;; ( ::-:7:> CHF.:;s ( '3 1 ) CHF.:$ (50) CHF: J; (7 4) : PF: I NT" MANAI31'1ENT OF D;H A FILE LI BF.:AF~YS" 
: r·F:INT 
50 F'fd NT" ItH TI ALI ZA TI ON DF A ~lnJ LI BRARY < 1 > 
GO F'F:INT" EXCLUSIDN OF FILES <2> 
70 F'F.:INT" Bl\Cf:: TO EL.EFtiN 0 <3> 
80 INPUT" SELECT NUI1BEF~: II' Cl 
90 IF C1<1 OF: C1>3 THEN 40 
100 IF C1=3 THEN 490 
110 ON Cl GOSUB 130 1 200:13DTO 40 
120 F:EM ====~========================================== 
130 REM ***** INITIALIZATION OF A LIBRARY ***** 
140 PRINT CHF:$C27)CHF:$C91)CHR$(50)CHR$C74):PRINT''INITIALIZATIDN OF A LIBRARY FIL 
E":PPINT 
150 INPUT" ENTEP THE t~AI"IE OF. THE NnJ LIBF:AF.:Y FILE : ", LIB$ 
1GO OF'EN "0" 1 H1,LIB$ 
170 Pl?INTtl,l,O 
180 CLOSE#1:RETURN 
190 REM =~============================================= 
200 PEM ttttt DATA FILE EXCLUSION ttttt 
210 r=·r.::INT CHF.:t (27) CHF:t ('C:J1) CHF:$ (50)CHF:~, (74): PF:INT"EXCLUSIDN OF DATA FILES": F'PINT 
220 ON ERPOF: GOTO 250 
230 INPUT "ENT[P D/\Ti'-. FILE L.IBF:~.F:Y Nt-.I'IE ·: II I LIB$ 
240 C:iOTO 260 
250 CLOSE#l:RESUME 230 
260 OPEN II I II , I~ 1 I LI[;$ 
270 I NPUHI1, f\!F 
280 FDR IL=l TO NF:INPUT#l 1 ElSCIL),E2SCILl:f\!EXT 
2'30 C:UJSEH 1 
300 f''F:H.JT: PF:INT"[LEFf.>,N Df.>,TA FIL[ LIBF.:f>,F::Y "LIB$: PF:INT 
310 FOF: IL=l TO NF:PPINT IL TA8(5) El$CIL) TABC22) E2$CIL) 
320 IF Il_!15o~INTOL/15) THD~ INPUT "PRESS <RET> TO CONTINUE: ",Cl 
330 NEXT 
340 PRINT''------------------------------------------------------------------
350 INPUT "EXCLUSION OF A FILE FF:OM LIBF.:AF.:Y? <O> OF: <1> :",Cl 
360 IF C1=0 THEN 450 
370 INPUT "ENTER NUt1BEP oF DATA r-- I u=.:: ", CF 
3BO INPUT "DELE~TE FIL.E n':OM DISK t;LSD~" <O> or.:: < 1 > :",CL 
390 ON ERF:OF.: C:iOTO 410 
400 J30TO 420 
410 CLOSE #l:RESUME 430 
420 IF CL=1 THEN KILL El$CCF) 
430 FOF: Il=CF TO NF-l:E1$(IL)=El$CIL+1l:E2$(ll)=E2$(IL+1):NEXT 
440 NF=NF-1:130TO 300 
450 OF'EN "O",H1 1 LIB$ 
450 F'F.: I NHf1 1 NF 
470 FCJF: IL=l TO NF:PF.:INT#l,El!l'·(IU;",";E2$(IL.);",";:NEXT 
480 CLOSE#1:RETURN 
4'30 CHAIN "ELEFANO" 
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10 F:EM ELEFN~ 1A 
20 DEFINT A,C,I,N:WID1H LPRINT 250 
30 DIM A1C24,30l:DIM AMC24):0IM ADC24l:REM A1=DATA, AM=MONTH, AD=DAY 
40 DIM FOC30l:DIM A2C150l:REM FO CALCULATION VARIABLE, A2=POSITION OF PEAKS 
50 DIM ATC12l:FOC0)=-1 
60 DIM AAC200l:DIM ABC200l:DIM DAC200l:DIM DBC200):REM TAGGING DATA 
70 DIM AGC10l:DIM AVC10):DIM ALC10,20l:DIM AFC8,20,20) 
80 REM Nl=N OF SAMPLES; N2=N OF MIDLENGTHS; M1, M2=MIN, MAX MIDL.; SI=INTERVAL 
~u REM N3=N OF FREQU.>O IN ONE SAMPLE, NL, NH= LOWEST, HIGHEST POSITION 
100 ATC1)=0:ATC2l=31:ATC3l=59:ATC4)=90:ATC5l=120:ATC6l=151:ATC7l=181:ATC8l=212:A 
TC9l=243:ATC10l=273:ATC11l=304:ATC12)=334 
110 PRINT CHR$C27)CHR$C91lCHRSC50lCHRSC74) 
120 PPINT''---------------------------------------------------------------------
130 PP I NT II ELEFAN 1/', 
140 f=•f;:INT 11 PPOGF.:At1 FOI~: F:ESTF~UCTUF:ING OF LENGTH·-FREQUENCY DATA 
1 ~)0 PF.: I NT 11 AND 1\DD I TI DN1\L Ii'WUT OF TAGG It.JI:'j Df>,TA AND /',GE-- LENGTH DAT A 
160 PRINT''---------------------------------------------------------------------
1 70 PP I NT 11 11 : PR I 1\IT 11 Dtjf't\ INPUT FPOI"I D I SI< ONL Y ( DATA ENTF.:Y TFWUGH ELEF ANO) 
180 PEM ***** INPUT DATA FILE 
190 ON ERPOP GOTO 220 
200 PR I NT: INPUT II ENTEF: FILE Nf\ME II, 01$ 
21 0 GOTO z:JO 
220 CLOSE #1:PESUME 200 
230 OPEN II I II, H 1 ' D 1$: ('iOTO 240 
240 INPUT#1,D2$ 
250 INPUTH1,N1,N2,M1,M2,SI 
260 FOR I1=1 TO N1:INPUT#l,AMCI1l,AOCI1l 
270 FOP I2=1 TO N2:IF EOFC1) THEN 290 ELSE INPUT#1,A1CI1,I2l 
280 NEXT:NEXT 
2'30 CLOSE1* 1 
300 PFdNT 11 II: PPINT 01$: PP INT 02$: PF.:INT 11 II 
310 INPUT II rs THIS cor:::F:ECT ·? <o> OF: < 1 >: II, c1 
320 IF Cl=O THEN 200 
330 pf;:INT 11 11 : INPUT 11 ADJLJST1'1ENT OF PEAKS: OPTION A < 1 > QF;: OPTION B <2>: 11 , CD 
340 REM ==================================================================== 
350 PEM ttttt RESTPUCTUPING POLJTINE ttttt 
360 FOR I1=1 TO Ni 
370 FOR 12=1 TO N2:FOCI2l=O:NEXT 
380 REM SEARCH LOWEST, HIGHEST MIOLENGTH WITH VALLJE>O 
390 FOR 12=1 TO N2:IF A1CI1,I2)=0 THEN NEXT ELSE NL=I2 
400 FOR I2=N2 TO NL STEP -l:IF A1CI1,I2l=O THEN NEXT ELSE NH=I2 
410 N3=NH+1--NL 
420 REM ttttt CALCLJLATE ACTUAL FREQLJ./RUNNING AVERAGE 
430 SF=O 
440 FOR I2=NL TO NH 
450 C1=I2-2:C2=I2-1:C3=I2+1:C4=I2+2 
460 IF Cl<NL THEN Cl=O 
470 IF C3>NH THEN C3=0 
480 IF C4>NH THEN C4=0 
490 FS=CA1CI1,C1)+A1CI1,C2l+A1CI1,I2l+A1CI1,C3l+A1CI1,C4ll/5 
500 IF FS<>O THEN FOCI2)=~1CI1, I2l/FS:SF=SF+F0(!2) 
510 NEXT 
57 
520 F:EI'1 l t llt: D I V I DE VALUE BY AVEF.:~\CJE I 1\l SAI'1F'LE ,;ND SUBTF:ACT 1 
530 IF SF=O THEN 560 ELSE IF N3>1 THEN SF=SF/N3 ELSE SF=1 
540 FOR I2=NL TO NH:FO(I2l=FOCI2)/SF-1:NEXT 
550 REM lllll DEEMPHASIZE PEAKS 
560 FOR 12=NL TO NH 
570 IF FOCI2l<=O THEN 690 
580 C1=12-2:C2~12-l:C3=I2+1:C4=12+2:C5=0 
590 IF C4>NH THEN C4=0 
600 IF C3>NH THEN C3=0 
610 IF Cl<NL THEN Cl=O 
620 IF C2<NL THEN C2=0 
630 IF FOCCll<~-1 THEN C5=C5+1 
640 IF FOCC2l<=-1 THEN C5=C5+1 
650 IF FO(C3)<=-1 THEN C5=C5+1 
660 IF FOCC4l<=-1 THEN C5=C5+1 
670 FOCI2)=FOCI2)%(1/2AC5) 
680 IF CD=? THEN FOCI2l=FOCI2l/SQR(1+2/A1(I1,I2)A2) 
690 1\l[XT 
700 F.:EM tttlt SET ZERO FREQU. = 0 
710 FOR 12=NL TO NH:IF FOCI2l=-1 THEN F0(12)=0 
720 NEXT 
730 REM tlllt RAISE NEGATIVE VALUES BY RATIO 
740 51""0:52=0 
750 FOR I2=NL TO NH:IF FOCI2l>O THEN S1=Sl+F0(12) ELSE S2=S2+FOCI2) 
760 Nl::O:XT 
770 SZ=l:IF 82<>0 THEN SZ=ABSCS1/S2) 
780 FOR I2=NL TO NH:IF FOCI2l<O THEN FOCI2l=FOCI2)%SZ 
?""JO NEXT 
800 REM -----------------------------------------------------
810 REM RESTRUCTURED DATA A1CI1,xl=1000lFO(x) 
820 FOR I2=NL TD NH:A1CI1,I2l=INTC1000lFOCI2)+.5):NEXT 
830 PPINT"SAMPLE"I1 
840 FDF: 12=1 TO N2:PF:INT U~>INC:J "JHL#fHF"; t->a1CI1, 12)/lOOO:NEXT:PF:INT 
850 NEXT !1 
860 F:EM ===================================================== 
870 REM llltl DEEMPHASIZE NEGATIVE VALUES IN CLASS N2, N2-1 lllll 
880 FOR 11=1 TO N1:IF AlCI1,N2)(0 THEN Al(Il,N2)=0 
890 IF A1CI1,N2-1)(0 THEN A1Cil,N2-l)=INTC.5lA1Cil,N2-1)+.5) 
'300 NEXT 
910 REM ---------------------------------------------------------
920 REM lltlt COMPUTE AVAILABLE SUM OF PEAKS ASP ttllt 
'330 SA=O: 1M=l 
940 FDR 11=1 TO Nl:N3=1 
950 FOF: I2=N3 TO N2 
960 1F A1CI1,12l>O THEN NB=I2:GOTO 980 
970 NEXT I2:GOTO 1060 
980 FOR I3=NB TD N2 
990 IF A1CI1,13l>O THEN NEXT 13 ELSE NE=I3-l:GOTO 1010 
1000 NE=N2 
1010 FM=A1C11,N8):FI=NB 
1020 FOR 14=NB+1 TO NE:IF A1CI1,I4)>FM THEN FM=A1CI1,!4):FI=I4 
1030 NEXT 14 
1040 SA=SA+FM/1000:IF FM>lOO THEN A2CIMl=I1t100+FI:IM=IM+l 
1050 IF NE+1<=N2 THEN N3=NE+l:GOTO 950 
10EO NEXT 11 
1070 NA::,If"l--1: PF:INT"totW =:"f:lA: NB==O: NC==O 
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1080 REM =====~====~=~==~~=~==~===========~=~============= 
1090 REM ttttt OPTIONAL INPUT ttttt-
11 00 F'F: I NT: PF.: I NT" --·--- OPT I ONAL I NF'UT MENU 
1110 PF:ItH" TAGI:;INI:.; DATA <1> 
1120 PF.:INT" A13E AT LENI:HH DATt, <2> 
1130 F'F.:INT" GF.:OWTH INCREI"IENT DATA FF.:OM DISK <3> 
1140 F'F:INT" NO ADDITIONAL DATA <4> 
1150 I 1\IPUT " SELECT NUMBEF.: : ", C 1 
1160 IF C1<1 OR C1>4 THEN 1100 
1170 IF C1=4 THEN 2230 
1180 ON Cl GO::JUB 1210, l.400,2000:PRINT CHR1;("2:7)CHF.:$('~1)CHF:1>(50>CIIP$(741:(;;QT() 11(11) 
1190 REM ---------------------------------------------------
1200 REM ttttt INPUT OF TAGGING DATA ttttt 
1210 F'F: I NT CHP!~ ( :.:7) CHF:'Ii ( '31) CHI':$ (50) CHF.:$ ( 74): PF~ I NT" I NF'UT OF TAG I:.; I NC:i Df1 TA": F'F: I NT 
1220 INPUT" ENTEF:: NLJMEIEF.: OF DAT A PA I F.:S ( < = 100) : " , ND: PR I r-IT 
1230 IF NB>100 THEN 1220 
1240 FOF: IB~'1 TD NB:PF.:INT"DATA PAIF.: Nco"IB 
1250 INPUT "ENTEF.: TAI:;;GING·- LI?.N,:.;nl, DAY, MONTH, YEAF' :",L,DD,DM,Y1 
1250 lt,IPUT "IS THIS CORr.::ECT? <O> OF: <1> :",Cl:II C1<>1 THEN 1250 
1270 AACIBl=INTC100tL+.5l:DA<IBl=INTC1000tCCATCDMl+DDl/365))/1000 
1280 I NF'LJT "EN IEF: r.:ECr\F'TLJF:E·· L.EN(?{[H 1 DA Y, MDNTH, YEAr.:: : ", L, DD 1 DM, Y2 
12'30 INPUT "IS THIS COPF::ECT? <O> 01~: n> :",Cl: IF C1<>1 THEN 1280 
1300 AB<IBJ=IN1C100tl+.5J:DBCIDl=INTC1000tCCATCDM)~DD'I3551 CY? Yl))J/1000 
1310 F'F:INT: 1\IEXT 
1320 PPIN"f: I'F:WT''PEVIEW OF TACJGINCi DATI\": F'F:INT 
1330 F'F:INT"N•:•" TAB(10) "1..(1)" TABCC:Ol "tCl)" TABC30) "LC2l" TABC40.l "t(2)" 
1340 FOR IB=l 10 NB 
1350 PRINT IB 1A8C10lAACIBl/100 TABC20lDACIBl TABC30)ABCIB)/100 TABC40)DBCIB) 
1350 NEXT 
1370 INPUT "F'PESS <PET> TO CDNTINLJE :",C1:F'F:INT CHF:tr27)Cllf.":~rJ1lCIIF:$150)CfiF'<t·C74) 
: F:ETUF.:N 
1380 F.:EM ·-·-·-·-· ·--·· -·-· ····--······· --··--····· -··· ·· ·· -····· ···--· ··--· ··· ·····- --·····-·········- ·· · ·- ···--· ·· ·-·- ·- ·· ····- ·· 
13'30 PEI"I l:t:l:H I NFLJT OF LE:I'~CiTII AT AI3E DAT A :n::n::t: 
1400 PPINT ':l-lf."'!I'C27JCIIF.:$(':;,1)CHF:$.(50)CHF::~;(74):F'F:INT"INF'UT CW LENCHI1 AT ACiE DATA":P 
PINT 
1410 F'F:HH"MAXII"IUM SIZE ClF DATA MATF.:IX: 10 AGES :t: 20 LENI~iTI-18·-AT··Ai?j[" 
1420 F'P IN r" Ir F'OSS I BLE, ENTEF: SI MI LAF: NUMBEI~S OF LENfJTHS !"r}f7: EACH AI:;E": PF~ I NT 
1430 FOF.: I1=-,l Hl l.O:F'f.:II\IT:ITIIJT Il."th Ar:JE 
1440 INf:·ur "ENlTP DAY, MDNTH OF SAI1F'Lli\IG CENTEF: '3'3'3 1 '3-::l':j IF r:~EADY) : ",1::D,CM_ 
1450 IF CD>::":r:J·:i 111[1\1 1600 
1460 I NF'Ul 01 ENTEF: NLJI"IDEF' [)[ YLAF:f.) COI"IF'l..ETED UNT I l.. SAMF'L 1 N13 : 01 , CY 
14"10 INPUT "IS THIS CDF:I?ECT? <O> OF.' <1>: 01 1 C1:IF C1<>1 THEN 1440 
1480 AGCI1J=INTC100*CCY+!ATCCMl+CD)/3G5)+.5):1F AGCI1l<=AGCI1-1l THEN AGIJ1)~AGC 
11)+10(1 
1490 FOF:: 12== 1 TD 20: F'F: I 1\IT I;~: II t Ii LEN13TH II 
1500 1 NF'LJT "ENTEF: LENGTH ( ENTEI? ':?f3'3 I F F.:EADY) : 11 1 L. 
1510 Ir L<999 THEN ALCI1,I2l=INTC100%L+.5):NEXT 12 ELSE 1520 
15:::0 PJ<:INT:PF:INT 11 F:EVIEW m· LENGTH DATA, AGE 11 AGCI1)/100:r·PINT 
1530 F'F:INT 11 No" TADC15) 11 LENI3TH 11 
1540 FOR I3=1 TO 12-l:PRINT I3 TAB(15) ALCI1,13)/100:NEXT 
1550 INPUT "15 TI·IIFi COPF:CCT"'? <O> OF:: < 1 > : 11 1 Cl 
1560 IF C1=1 THEN 1590 
157 0 I NF'UT II EF:F.:DNEOUFl DATA: EI\ITFF: No, C:OPRECT VAL LJE : ", C 1 , L 
1580 ALCI1,C1l~INT!100~L+.5l:GOTO 1550 
1590 NE.Xl l1 
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1500 NF'=Il-1:F'F:INT CHF.:$C27)CHF.:$(':!1)CHF.:$C50)CHF.:$(7-0:PF.:INT"- WAIT- PANDOM SEL. 
ECTIOI'l" 
1610 FOF.: 12=20 TO 1 STER -1 
1620 FOR 11=1 TO NP:1F ALCI1,12)=0 THEN NEXT ELSE 1640 
1630 NEXT 
1640 NZ=12:L1=10000:L2=10000:L3=0:L4=0 
1650 FOR 12=1 TO NZ 
1560 IF ALC1,I2)(L1 AND ALC1,I2l>O THEN L1=ALC1,I2) 
1670 IF ALC2,12)(L2 AND ALC2, 12l>O THEN L2=ALC2,I2) 
1680 IF ALCNP-1,12))L3 THEN L3=ALCNP-1,12) 
1690 IF ALCNP,12))L4 THEN L4=ALCNP,I2) 
1700 NEXT 
1710 L1=CL1+L2)/200:L3=CL34L4)/200:SL=(L3-L1)/10:IC=100:RANDOMIZEC1) 
1720 NR=NZ%NZ*CNP+1)+50:IF NR>1000 THEN NR=1000 
1730 FOR 11=1 TO NR 
1740 C1=INTCCNP-1)%RNDl 
1750 C2=INTCNZtRND+1):1F AL(C1+1,C2)=0 THEN 1750 
1760 C3~1NTCNZtRND+1):1F ALCC1+2,C3)=0 THEN 1760 
1770 1F AF(Cl,C2,C3>>0 THEN 1810 
1780 AFCC1,C2,C3)=1:L=CALCC1+1,C2)+ALCC1+2,C3))/200 
1790 FOR IL=1 TO 10:1F L>L1+1L*SL THEN NEXT 
1800 IF AVC1L)<10 THEN IC=IC+1:AA(IC)=ALCC1+1,C2):ABCIC)=ALCC1+2,C3):DACIC)=AGCC 
1+1)/100:DBCIC)=AGCC1+2)/100:AVCILl=AVCIL.)+1 
1810 NEXT Il 
1820 NC=IC 
1830 REM ** SDRTING tt 
1040 FOR 15=101 TO NC-1:IG=I~:~1=AAC16):K2=DACI6):K3=ABCI6):K4=DBCI6) 
1850 FOR 17=15+1 TO NC:1F AACI7l)K1 THEN 1870 
lOGO I6=I7:K1:AACIG):K2=DACI6):K3=ABCI6):K4=DBCI6) 
1870 NEXT 17 
1880 AACI6l=AACI5):DACI6)=DAC15l:ABCI6)=ABC15):DBCI6)=DBC15) 
1890 AACI5l=Kl:DACI5)=K2:AGCI5)=K3:DBCI5)=K4:NEXT 
1'3t)0 PF.: I tH: PP I NT" PE'v' I EVJ OF F.:fo~I\JDOt1L Y SELECTED AI:=.;E -Ll:::NGTH D1\T /-, PA I F:S" : F'F.: I NT 
1':!10 F'l?INT"N•:." TAB(lO) "L(l)" TABC20) "t(l)" TA8(30) "L(2)" TA8(40) "t(2)" 
1920 FOR IC=101 TO NC 
1930 PRINT IC-100 TABClOlAA(!C)/100 TABC20)DACIC) TABC30)A8(!C)/100 TABC40)08CIC 
) 
1'3·:1-0 N[XT 
1':!50 PF.:INT: F'F:INT"DISTF:IBLJTION OF DATA": PF.:INT 
1'3SO F'F.: I NT" 1'1EAN LENC:iTH" T 1\B ( ~"C:O) "FPI:QUENCY" 
1':!70 FDF: 11=1 TO lO:Pf':INT TA8(~5) ">"Ll+Cil-l)::J::SL Ti\8(20) AVCI1):NEXT:PF.:INT 
1':!80 INPUT "E~HEF<: <PET> TO CONTI NUE : ", C 1 : PF.: I NT CHF.:$ ( 27) CHF.:$ ( •j 1 ) CHF.:$ (50) CHF.:•J; ( 74) 
: F:ETLJF:N 
1990 PEM ==================================================== 
2000 PEM ***** GROWTH INCREMENT DATA FF.:OM DISK ttttt 
2010 PRINT CHR$(27lCHR$(91)CHR$C50)CHR$C74):PRINT''GROWTH INCREMENT DATA FPOM DIS 
K":F'F:INT 
2020 ON ERROR GOTO 2050 
2030 I NF'LJT "ENTEF: FILENAME: ", D 1$ 
2040 GOTO 2060 
2050 CLOSE#l:F.:ESUME 2030 
20SO OPEN "I", Hl, Dl 'I> 
2070 INPUT#1,D2S:INPUT#1,Cl,C2,C3,C4,C5,C6,N8,NC 
2080 IF NE+NC=cO THEN CLOSE~tl: PF.:INT"NO GROWTH INCF.:EMENT DATA AVtdLABLE": INPUT "EJ~ 
TEF: < F.:ET > TO CONTI NU(~ : " , C 1 : 130TO 2200 
60 
2090 FOR I1=1 TO Cl:INPUT#1,C3,C4 
2100 FOR 12=1 TO C2:INPUT#1,C3:NEXT:NEXT 
2110 FOR 11=1 TO CG:INPUT#1,C3:NEXT 
2120 IF NB=O THEN 2140 
2130 FOR 18=1 TO NB:INPUT#1,AA(!B),DA(IB),ABCIB),D8(!8):NEXT 
2140 IF NC=O THEN 2160 
2150 FOR IC=101 TO NC:INPUT#1,AACIC),DACIC),ABCIC),DB(IC):NEXT 
2160 INPUT#1,C3:CLOSE#1 
2170 PRINT:PRINT D1$:PRINT D2$:PRINT 
2180 INPUT "IS THIS CORI~:ECT? <O> or;: <1>: ",Cl: IF C1=1 THEN 2:200 
2190 FOR 18=1 TO 200:AAC!B)=O:DA(I8)~0:A8(IB)=O:DDCI8)=0:NEXT:NB=O:NC=O 
2200 F.:ETUF.:N 
:2210 REM =====~================~================================== 
2220 REM ***** OUTPUT ROUTINE CLINEPRINTER, DISKETTE) ***** 
2230 PRINT CHR$(27)CHRSC91)CHR$(50)CHRSC74) 
2240 PRINT''-------------------------------------------------------------------
2250 PF.: I NT" OUTPUT POUT I NE 
2260 PRINT''-------------------------------------------------------------------
2~"C:70 PRINT: INPUT "NEW FILE NAME: ",Dl~· 
2280 I NF'UT "I NFOf.~:t·Jt, TI ONS 1~8DtJT NE~J F-ILE: ", D2$ 
22'30 PFdNT" ":PR I NT" " 
2300 F'F.: I NT"----·- OUTPUT MENU - ---·----
2:') 10 PF: I NT" OUTPUT 01\1 LI NEPP I NTEF: < 1 > 
2320 PP I NT" STOF:t,CiE ON D I ~>KETTE: 
2330 PF.: I NT" NO OUTPUT t\I'~D END 
2340 INPUT" SELECT NUMBEF.: 
:2:')50 I F~ C J. o~3 Tf IEN 2n70 
<2> 
.··''",:"1'•., 
· ...... , ... 
: ", C1 
2360 ON Cl GOSUB 2370,2720:PRINT C~IR$(27)CHR$(91)CHRSC50)CHRSC74):GOTO 2300 
2370 REM ***** OUTPUT ON LINEPRINTER 
:2380 PP INT Cf-W'i; (27) CIIF:·ot ('jl )CHF:~; (50) CHR$ (74): PF::INT"OUTPUT ON LINEPPINTn::, FOF-::rlt,T: 
X-AXIS=SAMPLES, Y-AXIS=MIDLENGTH 
2390 NP=INT(N1/12+11/12) 
2400 IS=1:IP=12:IF N1<12 THEN IP=N1:NP=1 
2410 PF: I NT NP" E>HEETS OF PAPER PEQLJ I F:ED" : PF::I ~H" " 
24 20 1::-op I 3o: 1 TO NP: PI:::: I NT I 3" • SHF:E"r m- F'l\F'EF:" 
24:JO I NPLJT "LI 1\I[Pf:::I NlER r.::Et\DY? <:F:ET >: "; C 1 
2440 LF'F:: I NT D 1 ~);: LF'F.: I NT D2$: LF'I? H{T" ": LF'F<: I NT" St~MPLE No"; 
2450 r·op ll'-~IS TO IP:LPF:INT TAB(1'3+(!1--·IS):t:7) Il;:NEXT:LF'PINT" " 
~C:460 LF'R I NT" Di\ Y. J·10NTH"; 
2470 FDF: l1'"IS TO IP:LF'RINT Tt~.BC1C+(l1-IS):t:7) l.JSINC=i "Mt.HH"; CADCil):t:lOO+N'I(Il)) 
/100;:NEXT:LPF.:INT 
2480 L.PF:: I NT" ": L.PI? I I\IT" CLi\~)S 1'1 I DL. " 
:2490 FOP 12=1 TO N2:LPPINT TA8(2) I2 TA8(8) Ml+CI2-1)*SI; 
2500 r·op Il"=IS TD IP:LPRII\IT TABCL7+c:I1--IS);t:7) l.JSING "tt*t..H·*H*"; ,t.,1Cil,I2)/1000;:NE 
XT: LPF:INT 
2510 NEXT 12 
2520 IS=IP+l:IP=IF'+12:IF IP>N1 THEN IP=Ni 
2~5;30 i'JEXT U 
:2540 L.F'f;: I NT" ":[_PR I NT" t\SP:~" St, 
2550 IF NB<l THEN 2630 
61 
2550 F'F:INT: INPUT "F:EADY FOF.: TAGGii'l(:j DAT(\? <F.:ET> :",Cl 
2570 CB=INTCNB/2+. ~~): LPI?INT 01 ~: LF'F:INT"TAG(Oi!NG DATA" 
2580 LF'F.:INT "No" TABC10) "L(1)" TABC20) "t(l)" TABC30) "L(2)" TABC40) "t(2)" TAB 
(50) "No" TAB((;(>) "1_(1)" Tt,BC/0) "t(l)" T/1BC80) "L(2 
) " TAB ('O'JO) "t (2)" 
2590 FOF: 18=1 TO CB 
2600 LPF:INT IB TABC10lAACIBl/100 TABC20lDACIB) TABC30lABCIBl/100 TABC40lDBCIBl; 
2610 LPRINT TABC50liB+CB TABCGOlAACIB+CBl/100 TABC70lDACIB+CBl TABC80lABCIB+CBl/ 
100 TABC90lDBCIB+CBl 
2620 NEXT 
2G30 IF NC<101 THEN 2710 
2EAO PI? I NT: INPUT "F:EADY FDF.: AC:iE ··- LENCiTH DATA'? < F:ET > : ", C 1 
2550 CB'"INT ( CNC--100) /2+. 5): LF'F.:INT Dl ~t;: LPF.:INT"LENGTH-AT-AGE DATA" 
2560 LPF:HH "No" TABC10l "L(l)" TABC20) "t(1)" TABC30l "L(2)" TABC40) "t(2)" TAB 
C50) "No" TABC60) "L(l)" TABC70) "t(l)" TA8C80) "LC2 
) " TA8(':'JOl "t (2)" 
2670 FOF: IC=lOl TO C8+100 
2680 LF'F.:INT IC-100 TABC10lAACICl/100 TA8(20lDACIC) TABC30lABCIC)/100 TABC40)DBCI 
Cl; 
2690 LPF:INT TABC50) IC-100+C8 TABCGOlAACIC+CBl/100 TABC70lDACIC+CBl TABC80lABCIC 
+CBl/100 TABC90lDBCIC+CBl 
2700 NEXT 
271 0 F:ETURN 
2720 F.:EM %%%%% STOF:ACiE ON DISKETTE 
2730 OPEN "O",H1,Dl$ 
2740 PF.:I NTiH, 02$ 
2750 PRINT#1,N1;N2;M1;M2;SI;NA;NB;NC; 
2760 FOF.: !1=1 TD Nl:PF:INTHl,.l\t'I(Il);ADCil);","; 
2770 FOR 12=1 TO N2:PRINT#1,A1CI1,I2l;:NEXT:NEXT 
2780 FOR 11=1 TO NA:PF.:INT#1,A2CI1l;:NEXT 
2790 IF NB<l THEN 2810 
2800 FDF.: 18=1 TO NB:PF.:INT#l,AACIBl;DACIB);ABCIB);DBCIBl;:NEXT 
2810 IF NC<101 THEN 2830 
2820 FOF: IC=101 TO NC:PF.:INT#l,AACICl;DACICl;ABCICl;DBCIC);:NEXT 




2870 CHAIN "ST;'IF.:T" 
2880 END 
62 
1 0 F:EI"1 ELEF AN 1 B 
20 DEF FNF1CXl,X2,X4,X5,X6,X7)=X1tC1-EXPC-X2*CCX7-X5)+X4%5INCCX7-X6)t6.28319)/6. 
;-::8:31'3))) 
30 DEF FNF2CXl,X2,X5,X7)=X1tC1-EXPC-X2tCX7-X5))) 
40 DEFINT A,C,I,N:WIDTH LPRINT 250 
50 DIM AOC24,30):DIM A1C24,30l:DIM D1C24l:DIM ATC12l:DIM DYC12) 
60 DIM A2(100l:DIM CEC6,6,4,4):DIM CSC6,6,4,4):DIM CPC6,6,4,4):DIM ST$(2) 




100 Pf~:INT 11 ELEFAN 18 
110 PRINT'' PROGRAM FOR FITTING A GROWTH CURVE TO LENGTH-FREQUENCY DATA 
120 PI?Ii'H 11 CAND OPTIONAL ()POWTH INCREMENT D/\Ti\) 
130 PRINT''---------------------------------------------------------------------
140 PF: I NT: PF: I NT 11 DAT,<\ INPUT FF:Dt1 D I ~3f< ONL Y 
150 PRINT''INPUT DATA: RESTF:UCTURED DATA ONLY! CPROGRAM ELEFAN lAl 
160 REM ttttt DATA INPUT ***** 
170 ON EF:ROR GOTD 200 
180 PF: I NT: I NPLJT II ENTEF: F I LENr-1f·1E: II, D 1$ 
1'30 GOTO 210 
200 CLOSE #1:F:ESUME 180 
210 OPEN "I",H1,D1$ 
220 I NPUTtfl, 02$ 
230 INPUT#l,N1,N2,M1,M2,SI,NA,NB,NC 
240 FDF: 11'·'1 TO Nl: INPLJTiil,,<\t•I,AD:DlCill=CATCAMl+l;D)/365 
250 FOR 12=1 TO N2:INPUT#1,AOCI1,12l:NEXT:NEXT 
260 FOR 11=1 TO NA:INPUT#1,A2CI1l:NEXT 
270 IF ND=O THEN 290 
280 FOR 18=1 TCJ NB:INPUT#l,AACIBl,DACIBl,ABCIBl,DBCIBl:NEXT 
290 IF NC=O THEN 310 
300 FOR IC=101 TO NC:INPUT#l,AACICl,DACICl,ABCIC),DBCICl:NEXT 
310 INPUT#1,SA:CLOSE#1 
320 PRINT:PRINT DlS:PRINT D2$:PRINT 
330 INPUT "IS THIS COF:F:ECT ? <O> OF: < 1 >: ",Cl: IF Cl< >1 THEN 180 
340 FOR 11=1 TO Nl:FOF.: 12=1 TO N2:A1CI1,12)=AOCI1,I2l:NEXT:NEXT 
350 SA="sA:n ooo: MO=M 1--:31 12: t13=1"12+S r 12: ST$ c 1) =" F I XED": ST$ c 2l ~""VAl? I ADLE" 
3GO I F NB+NC=O THEN EA~;~:. II ESP I ASF' = II: CF= 1000: ('.iOTO 400 
370 IF 1\18==0 THEN E/1$=" CESP/ASF' + G/i) /2 ='": CF==2000: GOTO 400 
380 r r Nc,=o THEN Et;s==-~" c EfJP 1 ~'\sP + GT) 12 ~-'": cr~:.2ooo: GDTD 400 
3'30 Et\$,=" CESP/ASP + GT + Gi\) /3 =": CF=3000 
400 PRINT CHR$C27lCHR$C91lCHR$C50lCHR$C74l:PRINT''-------------------------------
410 PI?II\IT"IDENTIFICf\TION OFTHEBEST FITTING GROWTH CLJF::\.!E" 
420 F'F: I NT II -------------------·-·-----·------------·----··---·-·-------------------- II: PF: I NT 
430 PF:INT"VAF:Ir\BLES 1'1F::E: L, Loo, C, WF', STI',fHINC:i POINT": PRINT 
440 PF:INT"I3F:lJl.JTH CONST/1NT f:::" 
450 INPUT 'TI XED I< <O> CJF: Vf.>,F:Ii\BLE f::: < 1 >: "; f<: IF f<< >O /',ND f:::< >1 THEN 450 ELSE Cf<= 
460 INPUT "VI',LLJE OF I< ? II, f<: IF Cf<=O THEN Df::>=O: f<L===f<: GOTO 4'30 
470 INF'UT "ENTEF: STEP SI ZE OF f:: (3 STEF'S TO BOTH SI DES) : ", DK 
480 f<L=f<-3*Df<:IF f<L<=O THEN 470 
4'30 PF:INT:PF:INT"A~:;Yt1PTOTIC U::::NGTH Loo" 
500 INPUT 11 FIXED Loo <O> OF: \.!1\F:li\BL.E Loo <1>: ";LI: IF LI<>O AND LI<>l Tf·lEN 500 EL 
SE Ci_::o::LI 
63 
510 INPUT "'v'ALUE OF Loo -~· ",LI: IF LI<:O~t·12+SI/2 THEN 510 
520 IF CL=O THEN DL=O:LL=LI:GOTO 560 
530 PF:INT"Lül.JEF: LH1IT OF Loo >"M:; 
540 INPUT "ENTEF: STEP SIZE OF L•x• (3 :3TEF'S TO BOTl-I ~>IDES): ",DL 
550 LL==LI-::::~DL: IF LL<:c:~l3 THEN 540 
560 F'F;:INT: PF:INT"SEASONAL OSCILLt,TICJr·l In (:iF:OWTH: r'\~IF'LITUDE CONST;\NT ~-- (0<=-,C)" 
570 FF I NT" SET C=O IF- GF:mJTH tJSC I LLAT IONS AF:E 1~F'PAF.:ENT 
580 F'F.: I NT" SET C=: 1 FOF: Sr'\t'lr"LES FF:Di"1 TEI"1F'EF:i\ TE l·.IATEPS" 
3'30 INPUT "FIXlöD C <O> 01? IJ(Ifdi\BLE C <1>: ";OC::IF DC<>O r"'ND OC<>l THEN 5'30 ELSE 
cc:=~oc 
500 I I\IF'lJT "VALUE OF C --;:· ", OC 
C10 IF CC==O Tl-lf::N Dl_oc=OC: DCccl): GOTO EAO 
G20 1 i'IF'LIT "ENTEF: ~3Tr::F' SI Z [ ( 2 STtT'S TO BOTH SI DES) : ", DC 
630 OL=OC-DC~2:IF OL<O THEN OL=O 
640 IF OC=O AND CC=O THEN CT=O:C3=2:GOTO 710 ELSE C3=1 
G50 FI?INT: PF:INT"WINTEF: F'OINT WF' (O<=l.JF< 1):" 
6GO INPUT "FIXED l.JF' <O> OF: VAF:U,BLE l.JP < 1 >: "; TS: IF TS< >O Ai'-ID TS< >1 THEJ'-1 650 ELS 
E CT==TS 
G 70 I I'-IF'UT "V/;LUE OF WF' ? ", TS: TS=TS--. ~:j 
680 IF CT=O THEN TL=TS:DT=O:GOTO 710 
6'ö)0 I NPLJT "ENTEF: STET' t3 I Z [ ( 2 STEPS TO 80TH SI DE~3) : ", DT 
700 TL=TS-2~DT:IF TL<O THEN TL=1+TL 
710 r·r~:INT: PF:INT"ST/\F:TII'-Ki POINT Vi\F:IABLE < 1::-
720 F'F:INT"STAF:TINI3 POINT FIXED f\T LENGTII <2> 
730 r-·r.::INT"~>TAF:TINCi POINT FI>:ED ;-\T LEI\IGTII +/- 1/2 LENGTH CLASS <3> 
740 INPUT" SELECT NUI•1BEF:: ", Cl1 
750 Ir~ Ct1== 1 THEN 770 ELSE I ~~PUT "!:)i\I"IF'LE No, LENGTH: ", P 1 , PL: PI>"=PL 
760 I F PL< 0 DF: PL >t•I2+S I I 2 THEN F'F: I NT" LENGTH OUT DF I?ANC:i[": GOTO 7~30 
770 N0=4tCC:NT=4*CT:NL=5*CL:NK=5*CK:PF:INT 
780 PI? I NT CHF:~r. ( ::27) CHF::$ ( '31) CHf?$ (50) CHF:'i; ( 74) :PI~: I NT" F'AF.:AI1J::TEF:S E:J'HEF:ED: " 
790 F'F:INT"f::: :::"f::: Tt,B ( 15) ST-tJCf:::-1-1); PF:INT"Loo '-~"LI T/~B ( :L~S) ST~l; (CL+1) 
800 F'F:INT"C "'"OC Ti\B(15) ST$(CC+1):F'F:INT"WF =="TS+.:-3 T;\8(15) ST$(CT+1) 
810 IF CM= 1 THEN F'F:INT"STAF:TING POINT VAF:IABLE": GCJTO 830 
820 PI~~:INT"STI';I~:TING POINT: SAMF'LE"P1 ", LENGTH"F'L 
830 INPUT "IS THIS CDF:F:ECT"? <O> OF: < 1 > : ",Cl 
840 I F C 1 ~~o THEN 420 ELSE F'F.: I NT: F'F: I NT"-- SEAf?CH F.:OUT I NE " : F'F.: I NT 
850 F:EM ==============================~======================= 
860 F:EM ***** SEAF.:CH FOF.: BEST FITTING GF.:OWTH CLJF.:VE ***** 
870 FOF: IK=O TO NK:K=KL+IKtDK 
880 FOF.: IL=O TO NL:LI=LL+ILtDL 
890 FOF: 10=0 TO NO:OC=OL+IOtDC 
900 FOF.: IT=O TO NT:TS=TL+ITtDT 
910 IF NB>O THEN NS=l:NE=NB:F'M=PL:GOSUB 1760:F'L==F'M 
920 IF NC>O THEN NS=lOl:NE=NC:F'M=F'L:GOSUB 17GO:PL=PM 
930 ON CM GOSUB 1210,1340,1370:SM=INT(1000t(SM+GT+GA)+.5) 
940 CE(If:::, IL, ID, IT)=St-1:CS(If:::, IL, ID, IT)'-~Pl:CF'(If<, IL, IO, IT)==F'UJ::lOO 
'3~i0 pf;:INT:F'f~:It~T"I':: =:"I< TI\B(15) "Loo:::ooc:"L_I Ti-\B(:30) "C =="OC Ti\8(45) "lrJP ="TS-+-.5 
'3f:.O Pf;:INT "BE:3T "E;\:-P; SM/CF, "St"'r'IF'LE"F'1 ", LENCiTH"PL 
'370 NEXT I T 
'380 NEXT ID 
'3'30 NEXT IL. 
1000 NEXT If::: 
64 
1010 IF Cf<-fC:L+CC+C:T>O Tfi[~N St't,~-1000 
1020 FOR IK=O TO NK:FOR IL=O TO NL:FOR IO=O TO NO:FOR IT=O TO NT 
1030 IF CECIK,IL,ID,ITl<=SM THEN 1050 




1070 P2:INTCCPL-M1l/SI+.5)+1:IF OC~O THEN WP=O ELSE WP=TS+.5:IF WP>=1 THEN WP=WP 
-··1 
1080 PRINT CHRSC27lCHR$(91lCHRSC50lCHRSC74):PRINT EAS;SM/CF 
10'30 PPINT "I< ~~"K TAB( 15) "Lcoo:•'~"LI Tt;BC30) "C ='"OC TABC45l "WP '="t-JF· 
11 00 pf;: I NT" ST AF.:T I N13 PO I NT: SAI'1PLE" P 1 " , Clt'ISS" P2" , LEN13TH" PL: PF: I NT 
1110 F'f;:INT"FUPTHIO::P SEAF:CH < 1 > 
1120 PF.: I NT" RESPONSE SLJF:F ACE Ci\LCLJLA TI ON < 2 > 
1130 F't<: I NT" GF:OWTH CUr.:VE CALCULAT I ON < 3 > 
1140 F'F:INT"END OF SEARCH <:4> 
1150 INPUT" SELECT NUMBEF.: : ", C 1: Pf<: I NT 
1160 T2=01CP1l:ON Cl 130TO 420,1170,1180,3010 
1170 GDSUB 2540:PRINT CHR$C27)CHR$C31)CHRSC50)CHR5C74):13DTD 1110 
1180 GOSUB 1930:PRINT CHRSC27lCHRSC91)CHRSC50lCHR$C74):GDTO 1110 
1190 REM ================================================= 
1200 REM ***** STARTING POINT VARIABLE ffffff 
1210 FOR IP=1 TO NA:P1=INTCA2CIPl/100):P2=A2CIPl-P1t100:P3=M1+CP2-1.5lfSI 
1220 T2=D1CP1):F'M=O:SP=-1000 
1230 FOR IO=O TD 2:PL=P3+IOtSI/2:GOSUB 1450:GOSUB 1500 
1240 IF SE>.6 THEN GOSUB 1380:SE=SM 








1330 REM t~ftt STARTING POINT FIXED AT LENI3TH %tttf 
1340 T2=D1CP1l:I30SUB 1450:GOSUB 1500:SM=SE:RETURN 
1350 REM -------------------------------------------------
1360 REM tt~~t STARTING POINT FIXED AT LENI3TH +/- 1/2 CLASS ttrtt 
1370 IF CM=3 THEN PL=PC 
1300 SM=-1000:T2=D1CP1l:P4=PL-.5tSI:DP=SI/10 
1390 FOR 11=0 TO 10:PL=P4+I1tDP:GOSUB 1450:130SU8 1500 
1400 IF SE>SM THEN SM=SE:PM=PL 
1410 NEXT 
1420 PL=PM:RETURN 
1430 REM ================================================= 
1440 PEM ttttr SUBROUTINE TO ttttt 
1450 TO=LOGC1-PL/Ll)/K+T2 




1490 REM ttttt SUBROUTINE GROWTH FUNCTION ~**** 
1500 SE"-'<): 15=0 
1510 FOR IS=l TO N1:T1=D1CISJ+I5 
1520 ON C3 GOSUB 1890,1900 
1~30 Ir- U ·,,1·10 TIID" 1550 
1540 IF L1>=M3 THEN 1580 
1550 I4=INTCCL1-M1J/SI+.5l+1:SE=SE+A1(1S,I4J:IF A1CIS,I4l>O THEN GOSUB 1690 
1560 NEXT IS 
1570 IF 15<12 THEN I5~I5+1:GOTO 1510 
1580 15"-'1 
1590 FOR IS~Nl TO 1 STEP -1:T1=D1CISJ-I5 
1600 ON C3 GOSUB 1890,1900 
1610 IF L1<=MO THEN 1650 
1620 I4=1NTCCL1-Mll/SI+.5J+1:SE=SE+A1(IS,I4l:IF A1CIS,I4J>O THEN GOSUB 1690 
1G30 NEXT IS 
1640 IF 15<12 THEN I5~I5+1:GOTO 1590 
1650 FOR 13=1 TD N1:FOR 14=1 TO N2:A1CI3,I4J=AOCI3,I4J:NEXT:NEXT 
1660 SE=INTC1000tSE/SA+.5l/1000:RETURN 
1670 REM ----------------------------------------------
1680 REM SET POSITIVE RUN = 0 
16'30 td ( IS, 14)=0: IZ=,I4+1 
1700 IF A1CIS,IZJ>O THEN A1CIS,IZJ=O:IZ=IZ+1:GOTO 1700 
1710 IZ"I·~-1 
17:::0 rr:· i\l(IG,IZJ>O TIIEI\I t>lCIS,IZl'"O:lZ'"I:Z--·l:(ciOTO 1720 
1730 I?ETUI?N 
1740 REM -------------------------------------------------------
1750 REM ***** SUBROUTINE TAGGING/ AGE-LENGTH DATA ***** 
1760 SV=O:SW=O:SX~O:SV=O 
1770 FOR IS=NS TO NE:T3=DBCISJ-DACISl:WE=CA8CISJ-AACISJ)/(100*T3l 
1780 SV=SV+WE:SW=SW+WEtWE 
1790 PL=AACISJ/100:T2=DACIS):GDSUB 1450:T1=D8CISJ:ON C3 GOSUB 1890,1900 
1800 WT=CL1-PLJ/T3:WT=WE-WT:SX=SX+WT:SY=SY+WTtWT:NEXT 
1810 NE=NE-NS+1:WE=CSW-SV*SV/NEl/CNE-1l:WT=CSY-SXtSX/NEJ/CNE-1) 
1820 WE=CWE-WTJ/WE:SZ=SZ+1:IF WE<O THEN WE=O 
1830 IF NS>100 THEN 1850 




1880 REM FUNCTION CALL 
1890 L1=FNF1CLI,K,OC,TO,TS,T1J:RETURN 
1900 L1=FNF2CLI,K,TO,T1J:RETURN 
1910 REM ~=====~~==~==~~~======~===========================~=~= 
1920 REM ***** OUTPUT ROUTINE ***** 
1930 PRINT CHR$(27JCHR$C91JCHRSC50JCHR$C74l: IF NB=O OR SZ<3 THEN 1980 
1940 XQ=S1/SZ:YQ=S2/Sl:FW=S5-Sl*S2/SZ:FX=S3-S1tS1/SZ:FY=S4-S2*S2/SZ 
1950 MF~FW/FX:TF=YQ-MF*XO:IF FXtFY>~O THEN RT=FW/SQRCFX*FYl ELSE RT=O 
1 'J60 Pr.:: I NT" COF:PELt, TI ON BETI.-J[D,I C::~3F' I i\SP t-\1\ID 13T: " 
1':!70 PFdi\IT"GT ::o "TF" + "l'W" :t: E~3F'/A!:>P ; r '""F.:T"; N ="SZ 
1980 IF NC=O OR SZ<3 THEN 2040 
1930 XQ=SG/SZ:YQ=S7/SZ:FW=SO-SGtS7/SZ:FX=S8-S6tS6/SZ:FY=S9-S7*S7/SZ 
2000 MF=FW/FX:TF=YQ-MFtXO: IF FX*FY>=O THEN RA=FW/SQRCFX*FYJ ELSE RA=O 
66 
2010 PP I NT: F'F: H H "COF:F:EU',T I ON BETl~ED~ ESP I A~;p ~.ND G/1: " 
2020 PF:INT"(3A = "TF" + "t·1F" :'f: ESP/ASP ; ·,- ::.:"I?A"; N ="3Z 
2030 F'F.: I NT: H~F·LJT "ENTEF: <PET> TO cmn I NUE : ", C 1 
::040 F·F: I NT CHF:$ C27:l CHF:$ ( '31) Cl-IR$ (50) CHF:$ ( 74): F'F: INT" (3F:OWTH CUPVE CALCULAT ION": PF: IN 
T 
2050 F'F:INT "I< '""I< Tt\B( 15) "Lo•:•="LI TAB(30) "C "'"OC TA1H45) "l~F' =="WF' 
2060 F'F: I NT: PF: I NT" STAPT I NG PO I NT: SI1MF'LE" F' 1 ", CL/1SS "P2", LENGTH "PL: PR I NT 
2070 F'F:INT EA$;SM/CF 
2080 REM CALCULATION OF THE GF.:OWTH CUF:VE POINTS FOR THE 15th OF EACH MONTH 
2090 TS=WP-.5:IF TS<O THEN TS:1+TS 
2100 FOR Il=l TO 12:DYCI1)~CATCI1)+15)/365:NEXT 
2110 130SU8 1450:NO=INTCT0)-2 
2120 FOF: 12=1 TO 20 
2130 FOR I1=1 TO 12:A1(11,I2+1)=0:T1=DYC:I1)+I2+NO:ON C3 GOSUB 1890,1900 
2140 IF Ll<O THEN A1CI1,I2)=0:GOTO 2170 
21~0 IF L1>~LI*.9799999 THEN 2190 
2150 A1(Il,I2)=INT(10*L1+.5) 
2170 NEXT I1 
2180 NEXT I2 
21 '?JO i'Hi"' I 2: I'~L== 1 
2200 FOF: I :c="' 1 TD Nil: SN"=O 
2210 FOR 11=1 TO 12:SN=SN+A1(11,I2):NEXT 
2220 IF SN=O THEN NL=NL+i:NEXT 12 
2230 REM *** OUTPUT OF GROWTH CURVE POINTS 
2240 FF:INT: PF:INT"GF:m.JTH CUF.:VE POINTS (LENGTH) FOF: THE 15th OF Et1CH t•IONTH" 
2250 PR I NT" i"IONTH" ; 
2260 FOR 11=1 TO 12:PRINT TABC8+(11-1l*6l I1;:NEXT 
2270 PRINT''---------------------------------------------------------------------
2280 FOR I2=NL TO NH 
2290 FOR 11=1 TO 12:PRINT TA8(8+CI1-1l*Gl A1(Il,I2)/10;:NEXT 
2300 I\IEXT 12 
2310 REM OUTPUT ON LINEPRINTER 
2320 PR I i'n·: INPUT "OUTPUT ON L INEF'F.: INTER? <O> OF.: < 1 >: ",Cl: I F Cl<> 1 THEN 24'30 
::;::-:;30 INPUT "LII\IEPF:INTEF: READY? <F:ET>: ",Cl 
2340 LPRINT D1$:LPRINT D2S:LPRINT 
2350 LPI? I NT" v. BF.::RT/\UVIFFY GF:OV.JTH CUF.:VE FITTED TO THE DATA": LPF: I NT 
2360 LPR I NT" 13PDl~JTH--P,~,F.:i0oi'IETEF:s: I< ::::" K 
2370 LPF.:INT" L.o:uy.::"LI 
2300 L.F'F:INT" ~-· ="OC 
23'30 LF'F:II'H" l·JF' '="WP 
2400 LPr;::INT"f::JT;\F:TH.IG F'Dli'.IT: SM1PLE"P1", C:L.ASS"F'2", LENGTH"PL 
2410 LPRINT EAS;SM/CF:LPRINT 
2420 l . .F'R I NT: LF'F~: I NT" GROWTH CUP'v'E POINTS C LEI\IGTH) FOF: HlE 1 ~3th OF EACH MDNTH" 
24:30 LPPINT: LPFUNT"t10NTH"; 
2440 FOR 11=1 TO 12:LPRINT TABC8+CI1-1)*7l Il;:NEXT:LPRINT 
2450 LPI? IN T" ----···-··--- ·····- ··- -·- ··-···· ·-· ···· -- ·-··- ·--·---- ·-- -···· ···· ····- ···· -- --·-·---- -- ··- ----------- --·-···- ··· ·--··--··-- -- ··- ·····- ··· -------- ·-- ·- ··- ·- · ·· ····· ·-- -- ···· ··-
__ -·· __ --· -- -·- -··· -- --· -· __ -- --· -· --· _ -··• -- ____ --· -··· -··· Ii 
2460 FOR I2=NL TO NH 
2470 f~OR I1="1 TCJ 12:LPF:INT Tt'\DCC+dl--1):*?) A1(I1,I2)/10;:1\1EXT:LPPINT" " 
24<30 1\IEXT I2 
2490 FDR 11=1 TO Nl:FOR 12=1 TO N2:A1CI1,I2)=AOCI1,I2):NEXT:NEXT 
2500 I~:ETUf<:N 
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2510 REM ======================================================= 
2520 REM ~tt~t RESPONSE BURFACE ttttt 
2530 F:Et1 § § § § § r·p I ~H" NOT I ~K LUDED 1 " : f;:ETURN 
2~5-fO r:·r::: I tH CI·W:r. ( :.:7) CHI? 1> ( ·::1 1 ) CHF.:t (50) CHI?$ ( 74) : F'F: I NT" PESPONSE SUF.:FACE CALCULAT Im~" : 
PR I trr 
2550 f:Mo=l::: Lt<I·=L I: OI'JooDC: Wi"l"'~~r:·: t"IS,<:>M 
2~:i60 PP I NT" :t::f: :C: C:if?OWfH F',t>,RAI'1l.:TEI?~3 ( K, L•:•o, C, l·JP) V,t,F: I ,t,DLE :k~: 
257<) F'F::rNT"ENTEF: GRüt-JTH F't'~RA1'1ETEF: ItHEF:VALS (L_OWEP, UPF'EP LIMIT) 







F'F: I NT" LmJEF: 
Ii'WUT " I. 
HWLJT " Loo 
Ii'WUT " c 
liiF'UT " l·JF' 
IF OL+DC==O 






Loo r·IUST BE "PL 
LfJWEF:, UPF'EF: LIMIT : II, f<L, KU: Df<,~(f<LJ-f<L) /'3 
LOWEF:, UF'F'EF: LII"IIT ", LL, LU: DL.'~ (LU-Ll_) /':1 
l ... mwr:::, UPI=·EF: LIIVIIT : ", DL, DU: DC>' (DU -DL) /') 
LQl..JEF:, UPI='EF: Lli"IIT : ",TL, TLJ:DT=(TLJ-TU/'3 
ELSE C3:::1 
26~j0 PF:INT:F'PINT''-- PlE·C.\~it? t,Ji~~it, I'll be bi:•.ck in~;.. fE?W minutes -" 
2660 IF SGN(DK)+SGN(DL)~SGN(0C)+SGN(DT)<>2 THEN F'RINT''MORE THAN 2 PAPAMETERS VAR 
I ABLE I ": I?~OTO :2570 
26 70 I F Dl< >O TH[~i'-1 y~;~:" I<": YL"'I<L: DYo·,DK ELSE Ir~ DL >O THEN Yto~" Loo:o": YL=LL: DY=-,DL E:LSE 
Y·$="C": YL=~OL: DY,=DC: Xtc-~"l·JP": XL'"TL: DX"=DT: CiOTD 2710 
2E.80 I F LL < '" F'L THEI\1 PF: HIT" LOl·JEP LI Jvl I T OF L•:oo:• lviUST BE > "F'L: 130TO 2~3CO 
2G'j(l IF Y'$'""f<" THEN rr· DL>O THEN X;!;'""Loo": XL_~~LL: DX'"DL ELSE IF DC>O THEN Xcli'""C": X 
2700 IF Y$"="Loo" THEN u- DC::>O THEN x·.t,:="C": XL=OL: DX=~DC ELf:3lc X$="WP": XL:=TL: DX==DT 
2710 IE=1:NK=9*SGN(DK):NL=9*SGN(DL):N0=9*SGNCDC):NT=9*SGNCDTl 
2720 IF DL=O AND DC=O THEN C3=2 ELSE C3=1 
2730 TL=TL-.5:IF TL<O THEN TL~l+TL 
2740 FOR IK=O TO NK:K=KL+Ik*DK 
2750 FOF: IL=O TD NL:LI=LLiiL*DL 
2760 FDR ID=O TO NO:OC=OL~ID*DC 
2770 FOR IT=O TO NT:TS=TL+IT*DT 
2780 I~ NB>O THEI\I NS=l:NE=NB:PM=F'L:GOSUB 1760:PL=PM 
2790 IF NC>O THEN NS=101:NE=NC:PM=PL.:GOSUB 1760:PL=PM 
2800 T2=D1CP1l:GOSUB 1450:CiOSUB 1500:SM=SE:AECIE)=INTC1000000!*(SM•GT+GA)/CFi.5) 
: IE==IE+l 
2810 NEXT IT:NEXT IO:NEXT IL:NEXT IK 
2ß20 PP I NT CHF:$ ( 27) CHF:t ( 'J 1 ) CHF:;~ (;50) CHF:~;; ( 74) : PF: I NT" F.:ESF'DNSE SUF:FACE": PI? I NT Y$ 
2830 FOP 11=0 TO 90 STEF' 10:PRINT INT(1000t(YL+I1/10*DY)+.5)/1000; 
2840 FDR I2=1 TO 10: IE=I1+I2:PRINT TA8(8+I2*6l AE(IEl;:NEXT:PRINT 
2850 NEXT 
2860 PRINT:PRINT X$; 
2870 FOR I2=1 TO 10:PRINT TABC8+I2*6) INT(100*(XL+(I2-1)%DX)+.5)/100;:NEXT 
2880 PF:INT:INF'UT "OUTPUT DN LINEF'F.:INTEP? <O> m;:: <1>: ",Cl:IF C1<>1 THEN ZJ':JO 
2tl'30 I NF'UT "F'RE~>S <PET> TO CDI'rr I t'.ILJ[ : ", C 1 : I F" DT >O THEI\1 TL:::TU·-. 5 ELSE TL~oTU 
::::·-:;;oo LF'F.: I NT D 1•~-: I._F'F: I ~H D:C:'i5: LF'F: I NT: u=·r;: I NT" F:ESF'ON!3E f:3UPF",C,CE C:/\U::UL/'; TI ON" 
2910 U'·r;:H.IT"ST/\F:TINCiPDINT: fJA~IF'LE"F'l", L.EI~(:;TH"F'L 
2'320 LPF:INT" f< : "KL" - "r<U: LPF:II\IT" L_oo: "LL" ·- "LU 
2·:j30 Lr'I::C: I NT" C : "DL" --· "DU: U''F: I l\IT" l.Jr::o : "TL" ···· "TU 





FOR 11=0 TO 90 STEP 10:LPF:INT INTC1000%CYL+I1/10*DY)+.5)/1000; 
FDR I2:1 ro 10:IE=Il+I2:LPRINT TA8(8+12t6) AE(IE);:NEXT:LPRINT 
NEXT:LF'RINT:LPRINT X$; 
FUR 12=1 TO lO:LPRINT TA8(8+I2t6) INTC100*(XL+CI2-1)*DX)+.5)/100;:NEXT:LF'F:I 
2990 FDR 11=1 TO 100:AE(I1)=0:NEXT:K=KM:LI=LM:OC=OM:WP=WM:SM=MS:RETURN 
3000 REM =====~======~=====================~======~============= 
301 (l Cllr\ IN "~:;T ,t,,RT" 
30~~:0 END 
68 
10 F:Er•J [LEf~ AN 2A 
20 DEFINT A,C, I,N 
30 DIM AOC24,30l:DIM ADC24l:DIM AMC24l:DIM CMC24l:DIM ATC12):DIM D1C24l 
40 DIM BOC24,30l:DIM 81(30):DIM 82C30l:DIM TLC31):0IM TMC30l:DIM THC30) 
50 DIM MWC30l:DIM M8(30):DIM B3C30l:DIM PCC30) 
60 DI1'1 I?PC12l:DII'1 ,;PC1::-:l:DII'1 F.:L.J<i;(l):F:L.J$(0)=="NO":F:L.J'f;(1)":"YES" 
70 ATC1)=0:Al"(2)=31:ATC3)=59:AT(4)=90:ATC5)=120:ATC6)=151:ATC7)=181:ATC8)=212:AT 
(9)=243:ATC10)=273:ATC11)~304:ATC12)=334 
80 PRINT CHR$C27)CHR$C91)CHRSC50)CHRSC74) 
90 PPINT''---------------------------------------------------------------------
100 pr:::INT" ELEF~AN 2A 
110 PRINT'' PROGRAM FOR ESTIMATING RECRUITMENT PATTERNSAND MORTALITY 
120 F'Fd NT" FF.:OJVI LENGTH-rF:::EQUENCY DATA AND GF:OWTH PAF:f>,I"IETEF:S" 
130 PRINT''---------------------------------------------------------------------
140 REM *tttt DATA INPUT ttttt 
150 PI? I NT: PF: INT" INF'UT m- LENGTH·-FF:EOUENCY Di1Tli FF:ot·1 DI :31< ONLY": PF:INT 
1 CO ON EF:POR GOTO lOO: INPUT "ENTEF: DATA FILE NAME : " 1 D 1$ 
170 CiOTO 190 
180 CI. .. OSE H' l : RESUt1E 1 GO 
190 OPEN "I",If1,D1$:GOTO 200 
200 I NF'LJTH 1, 021> 
210 INPUT#1,N1,N2,M1,M2,SI 
220 FOF: I1=1 TO N1:INPUT#l,AMCI1l,ADCI1) 
230 FOR 12=1 TO N2:IF EOFC1) THEN 250 ELSE INPUT#1,AOCI1,I2) 
240 NEXT:I\IEXT 
250 CLOSE#1:NM=N2:MO=M1 
2f:.O PF:::INT: PF:INT DU: F'PINT 02$: PF.:II\IT" II 
270 Ii'lF'UT "IS Tl-liS COF.:f.:::ECT? <O> OF: <1>: 11 ,C1:IF C1<>1 THEN 160 
280 FDR I1=1 TO Nl:D1CI1)=CATCAMCll))+ADCl1))/365:NEXT 
2-00 pr::: I NT: F'J~: r NT" ENTE!:::: c>F:üL.JTH Pt~J?AMETEr.::s II: F'F: I r-.n 
::-~oo I NF'UT "V/1LUE: or· TO fN,\ I U\BLE? < 0 > or.:: < 1 >: "; CT 
31 o I F CT,.·,o THEN TO"=O J:=.:U:3E I NF'UT "W'\LUE or TO: ", ro 
320 F'F: I NT: I NF'l.JT II GF:OWTH CONST ANT I<: II , K 
330 I NF'UT " INFINITE L.ENGTH Loo:o: " , I_ I 
340 INPUT "SE/\SONAL CJPmJTH DSCILLt\TIONS: Ai'IPLITUDE CONST/'>,t'-IT C: ", OC 
3:so I F oc >o THEN r NPUT "Ln NTEP PO I NT WP: ", L-JF· 
350 TS=WF'-.5:IF TS<O THEN TS=1+TS 
370 INPUT "IS Tl·liS COF:F.:ECT ""? <O> OF: <1> :",Cl: IF Cl<>l THEN 2'30 
380 REM =================================================== 
390 PRINT CHF:$(27)CHP$C91)CHR~C50lCHRSC74):PPINT''----- ELEFAN 2A MAIN MENU -----
.:100 Pf:::INT" kECF:::UITMENT F'fiTTEF:I'~ < 1 >11 
410 PI?INT'' TDTf\L 1"10F:T,t:.,LITY <::::-:>'' 
420 PPINT" F:ETUF::l\1 TO STt>,r.:::T MENU <3>" 
430 r NJ:·uT II SELECT NLJMBEr:::: " , cc: r F cc< 1 or::: CC:>3 THEN 3'30 
440 IF CC=3 THEN 2930 
430 REM ***** RESTRUCTUPING OF SAMPLES ***** 
4GO FOP I2=1 TD N2:B1CI2l=O:B2CI2l=O:NEXT 
4 70 F'F: I NT: F'F.: I NT"----·--· L-H:: I GHTI NG/F:ESTF.:UCTUF: I NG OF S/\1'1PLES 
480 PRINT" NO L·JEICiHTINC:i/l?ESTRUCTUF:ING: <1>" 
4'30 Pi?INT" CONI/EF:SIOI'·l TO i~ LENCiTH·-FF:EQU.: <2> 11 
~500 F'F: I NT II L~E I GHT I NC'i E:Y GQUI\F:E r:::OOT OF SI'II'IF"LE s I ZE: < 3 > 
510 PF:INT 11 C:ONV. TD /. 1\ND WI::::IC:iHTINC:i BY SQUAF:E F':DOT: <4> 11 
520 INPUT II SELEC:T NLWIE:EF:: II , CF::: 
69 
530 IF CR<l OR CR>4 THEN 470 
540 FOR 11~1 fO N1:S1=0:S0=1 
550 FOR !2=1 TO N2:S1=S1+AOCI1, I2l:NEXT 
560 IF CR>2 THEN SQ=~QRCS1) 
570 IF CR=1 OR CR=3 THEN 51=1 
580 FDR 12=1 TO N2:BOCI1,12)=AOCI1,12)fSQ/S1:NEXT 
5'::10 NEXT I 1 
COO rr· N1<3 TIIEN 720 
G1o r·r::::rNT: rNF·ur "WEIC:JITINt:i WITI·I IC.::ESPECT ro DISTt,I'.ICE IN TII"IE·-::· <O> oF: < 1 > : ", co 
620 Ir C0<>1 THEN 720 
G30 FOR 11=1 TO N1:DM=D1CI1):DH=.5 
640 FOI;: 13,~1 TO Ni: IF 13'"1 1 THEN G70 
G50 DT=t,BS (D 1 (I:;)--mn : I F. DT >. :'i TIIEN Irr'~ 1·--rn 
GGO .IF DT<DH THEN DI-I,=DT 
G70 Nf::XT 
GBO THCI1)=INTC1000f(1+DHf2)+.5)/1000:NEXT 
690 FOR 11=1 TO Nl:FOR 12=1 TO N2:BOCI1,I2J=BOCI1,I2JfTHCI1J:NEXT:NEXT 
700 FOP I1=1 TD N1:THCI1)=0:NEXT 
710 P~M fffff SELECTION OF SAMF'LES ***** 
720 IF N1=1 THEN CMC1)=1:CS=1:GOTD 850 
730 FOR 11=1 TO N1:CMCI1)=0:NEXT 
740 CS=O: PP I NT CHF:~; ( 27) CHr;::$, (91) CIIF.:l (50) CHF.:$ ( 74): r=·r.:: INT '' SEL.ECT I ON OF ~)/\t'IF'L.E~> '' 
750 FDR 11=1 TD N1:F'PINT:PF.:INT"S,~.I·1F'LE"I1:F'F:HH 
7GO FF: I NT "CL.1\SS" Tt,B ( 20) "F"F:EDU" T1\D (30) "~JEI GHTED FF:EDUEt·ICY" 
770 FOR 12=1 TO N2:F'RINT TABC2l 12 TABC20) AOCI1,12) TABC34) 80CI1,I2l:NEXT 
780 f''F: I 1\IT: I NF'UT "I I\ICLUDED·~· < 0 > CW < 1 >: ", C 1 
790 IF C1>0 THEN CMCI1)~1:CS=CS+CMCI1l 
BOO NEXT I1 
810 IF CS>1 THEN 850 
820 FDF: 11=1 TO N1: Ir:· Ci'1(11J=O TI!D,I I'~EXT ELSE CI:o!1 
830 Ct1 ( 1) :c: 1: N 1 :::o 1 
840 FOR 12=1 TO N2:A0(1,I2l=AOCCI,I2l:NEXT 
D50 I F CC'-~ 1 THEN F'F: I NT: PF: I NT"-- W1\ I T ···": CiOTO 2210 
860 REI'I =========~==================~===========~=======:====== 
870 REM ~**~* TOTAL NDRTALITY ***** 
880 PF:INT: I"F~:HH"ESTIIvl/iTHJI\1 OF TiJT(-;l.. i'IOF:TAL.ITY 
890 IF N1<3 OR OC<=l THEN 1040 
'CJ(H) HIF'UT "L·JU l~iHTI NG ClF" ~3Ai"IPLE~; ~JI TH I?ESFECT TD C MJD l.JF'? < 0 > ClF: < 1 > ", CW 
910 IF CW=O THEN 1040 ELSE CS=O:DC=INTC1000*SORCOC-1)/3+.5)/1000 
920 FOR 11=1 TO Nl:IF CMCI1)=0 THEN 950 
930 DT=ADSCWP-D1CI1ll: IF DT>.5 THEN DT~1-DT 
940 IF OT:=DC TNEN CMCI1)=2:CS•CS+1 
':330 NEXT 
'JGO PF: I NT CHR$ ( 27) CHF:~; ( '31 ) CHF.:$ (50) CHF::$ ( 7 4) : F'F: I NT "ST t; TUS CW SAI'IPLES" 
'370 PfdNT" 0 =~ EXCUJDED, 1 :~ INCLUDED, 2 '"" lrJEIGHTED l.JITI·-1 l:;::l:::3PECT TO C Al'·m L·JF'" 
'380 PF::INT"No", "STATUS" 
·:J·:JO FCm I 1::.1 TO Nl: PF:HIT I :1., CtH I 1): ~'IEXT: INPUT "ENTEF: <r:::ET> :",Cl 
1000 FOR I1=1 TO N1:IF CMCI1)(2 THEN 1020 
1010 FOR 12=1 TO N2:81CI2)~D1CI2)+80(Il,I2):NEXT 
1020 NEXT:IF CS=O THEN 1060 
1030 FOR 12~1 TO N2:81CI2)=E1CI2)/CS:NEXT 
1040 F'F: I NT"··- L·J(\ I T --" 
70 
1050 REM *** ADDING UP SAMPLES 
1060 FOR !1=1 TO N1:1F CMCI1l<>1 THEN 1080 
1070 FOR 12=1 TO N2:81CI2)=81CI2)+BOCI1,12l:NEXT 
1080 NEXT I1 
1090 FOR 12=1 TO N2:B2Cl2)=B1CI2):NEXT 
1100 REM CHECK FOR ZEROVALUES 
1110 FOR I2=1 TO N2:IF 81(12)~0 THEN NEXT ELSE NL=I2 
1120 IF NL=1 THEN 1160 
1130 ND=NL--1 
1140 FOR 12=1 TO N2-ND:D1CI2)=B1CI2+N0):82CI2)=82CI2+NDl:NEXT 
1150 N2=N2-ND:M1=Ml+ND%SI 
1160 FOR I2=N2 TO 1 STEP -l:IF B1CI2)=0 THEN NEXT ELSE NH=I2 
1170 M2=M2-CN2-NHltSI:N2=NH 
1180 FOR I2=1 TD N2:IF B1CI2l><O THEN NEXT ELSE GDTO 2070 
1190 REM *** COMPUTING N/delta T 
1200 SA=O:LT=M1-SI/2 
1210 GOSUB 2690:TLC1l=TF 
1220 FOR 12=1 TO N2:LT=LT+SI:GOSUB 2690:THCI2)=TF 
1230 DT clf-1 CI 2) ·-TL (I 2) : B 1 (I 2) '"E: 1 CI 2) /DT: S/\==SA+B 1 (I 2) 
1240 TLCI2+1l=THCI2l:NEXT I2 
1250 FOR 12=1 TO N2:B1CI2)=81CI2lt100/SA:NEXT 
1260 FOR !2=1 TO N2:IF B1CI2l>O THEN B1CI2l=LOGCB1CI2)) ELSE B1CI2l=-99 
1::70 NEXT 
1280 FOR 12=1 TO N2:LT=M1+CI2-1l*SI:GOSUB 2690:TMCI2)=TF:NEXT 
1290 REM *** COMPUTATION OF Z 
1300 PF I NT CJIR'I> (27) Cflf;:t. (';)1) CHr)!t (50) CHF:~t ( 74) : PF:I NT" V I DEO PLOT: L_OC O:.N/ del t "'n ON 
l~:l::Lfl TI \1[ ,;GE" 
1310 (=iOSLJB ~-:::7CO 
1:ö:20 IJWUT "LI~:>TING OF THE (:-;,_,..) Dt\T;\? <O> OP <1>: ",C1:IF C1"0 THEN 1440 
1330 PF:INT: PF:HH" No:." T,,\B( 10) "UH:i~IUdel·~"< T)" T/'18(30) "!~:ELATIV[: AGE" 
1340 FOR I2=1 TO N2:PF:INT TABC1) I2 TABC13) B1CI2) TA8(33) TM(l2):NEXT 
1350 F'PINT: PF:INT"NOTE r=·OHHS Uk•) TO BE INCLUDED IN CATCH CLJF.:VE" 
1360 PF:INT: II\JPUT "OUTPUT 01~ LINEPRH.JTER"? <O> OR < 1 >: ",Ci: J.F C1=~0 THEN 1430 
1370 I NPLJT "LI i'Hc:PF: I I\ITEJ? l~:EADY? Pr<:ES~:3 < F:ET > : ", C 1 
i:C;BO LPF:INT DU;: LPF.:INT 02$: LPF:INT: LPPINT"WEI(:iJITING 1'10DE No"CF.: 
13'30 LPRINT"l.JEICiHTIN13 (TIME:>: "; PlrJ$CCU): LF'ldNT"WEIGHTINC:i CC, lo-JP): "; f?W$CCW) 
1400 LPF: I NT" CiF:O~JTJ+··-F'i\F:f>,JviETEF:f:J: Loo=" LI", f::: :::" K", C ::::" DC" , l·JF' ::::" vJP: LF'F: I NT 
1410 J._FF:INT"Ce\TCH CUI?V[~ POINTS" T/,BC20) "No" TABC30) "UH/.N/Deltü T)" TABC50) "F: 
ELt., TI \IE ,•\Ci I:::" 
1420 FOR I2=1 TO N2:LPFINT TABC21l 12 TAB(33) 81(12) TABC53) TM(I2l:NEXT 
1430 II\IPU·r "DISF'L/IY VIDEO F'LOT ,\UAIN··::· <O> DP < 1 >: ",Cl: IF C1=1 THEN 1300 
1440 REM *** SELECTION DF POINTS 
14~50 F'l? I NT: PP I 1\IT" COI\ISTRUCT I ON OF THE CATCH CURVE" : PF.: I NT 
14 60 I 1\IF'LJT "ENTEF: F I f<:!::>T PO I NT ( ~'.Jo) TCJ BE I NCLLJDED: ", P 1 
14 70 II\IF'UT "I:C:NTEF: LAST F'O I NT (No) TO BE I NCUJDED: ", F'2 
1480 I F P2< '-"F' l 01? F'2 >N~:: TI-I[N F'F: I NT" t: J\1[)1\J~)CNSE I ! LI\ITER 1\l~j(>, IN I " : Ci[lTO 14b0 
1490 Sl=O:S2=0:S3=0:S4=0:S5=0:NP=F'2-P1+1 
1500 FOR IC=F'l TO P2:X=TMCIC):Y~B1ClC):S1=S1+X:S2=S2+Y:S3=S3+XtX:S4=S4+Y*Y:55=S5 
+X:*:Y: 1\JJ:C:XT 
1510 (öiD!3LJB 2170 
1520 'v'Z=-MC:ZM=VZ:KM=KC 
1530 REM *** ITEF:ATICJN OF ~ 
1540 Sl=O:S2=0:S3=0:S4=0:S5~0 
1550 FOF: IC=P1 TO F'2:X=TLCIC):Y=LOGCB2CIC)/(1-EXPCMCtCTHCIC)-TLCIC))))) 
1560 S1=S1+X:S2=S2+Y:S3=S3+X*X:S4=S4+Y*Y:S5=S5+XtY:NEXT 
1 ~i70 13DSUB 2170 
71 
1580 IF ABSCVZ-1-1'1,::)>.001 TH[J~ '-.J:>--~'IC:GCJTO 1540 
15'30 V Z==--1'1C 
1600 Ff.::INT CHF.:$(27lCI·W:!:('J1lCfiJ::::~(50lCHF.:$(74l:F'F:INT"ESTIMATED TOTAL 110F:TALITY Z --" 
'v'Z 
1610 PF: I NT" (LI NE/I,f;: l?[('jF:ESS I ON: Z """ Zl'l", COf~:F:ELAT I ON COEFF. :~" fo::M") ": Pr::: I NT 
1620 REM **~ SELECTION CUF:VE 
1630 F'F: I NT: Pf? I NT" C0t1PUTAT I ON OF PF.:OB,t,B I LI TI ES OF Cf\PTLJPE": F'F.: I NT 
1 C40 r·F: I NT "ENTl=::F.: Ni\ TLIF:/\L MOVft,L I TY CUEFT I CI l::NT t·J" 
1CSO INF'UT "Ii'l Ut·!EXI-'l.DITLD STOCf::S 1"1 °-' Z :",l"lt·1 
1660 IF VZ=MM THEN FOF: 12=0 TO P1:MWCI2l:MM:NEXT:GOTO 1690 
1670 FOR 12=0 TO Pl:MWCI2l~MMil2*CVZ-MMl/Pl:NEXT 
1680 FOR 12=1 TU P1-1:MB(I2l=CMWCI2l+MW(I2+1ll/2:NEXT 
1G90 B3CP1l~B2CP1l 
1700 FOF.: I2=F'1-1 TO 1 STEP -1:83CI2l=D3Cl2+1l~EXPCMBCI2l*CTMCI2~·1l-TMCI2lll:NEXT 
1710 PT:=O 
1720 FOF.: I2=1 1·0 F'1:F'CCI2l=INTC10000*B2CI2l/B3CI2)+.5l/10000:PT=F'T+PCCI2l:NEXT 
1730 DI=CP1+.5l-PT:PL=INTCDil:LL=Ml+CPL-1l%SI:LC=LL+CDI-PLl%SI:PT=O 
1740 PPINT: PF:INT"PF:DBABil_lTIES OF Ct,r·rur:::E, BY LENC:JTH" 
1750 PRINT''---------------------------------------------------------------------
1760 r=·r~:INT"Z ~'"')Z", 1'1 "'"t•Jt'J:r''F::INT 
1770 PF:Ir~T"r'iicJl." Ti\8(8) "1\1" Ti\B(15) "Dc·lta T" Tt~,BC2~5) "t··lort.::.lity" T/',f:l(35) "t·'lort 
al i ty·" Ti\f:l(4'3) "!'~" T;\8(5'3) "F'" Ti;8(6'0) "P" 
1780 F'F.:Il'n· Tt',B(C) "•:au9ht" TAB(2'3) "1" TP,8(3':J) "2" TABC4~'5) "availallle" Ti\fh6:'::i) " 
o:umulative" 
1790 FDF:: 12=1 TO Pl:PT=PT+PCCI2l:PF:INT M1+(12-1l%SI TABC6) 82Cl2) TA8(26) MWC12) 
TABC4Gl 83(12) TABC5G) PCCI2l TABCG6l PT 
1(X>O IF' L:::Ccf"1 THG-l 18::::0 
1010 PRINT TABC1~) CTMCI2l+TMCI2+1))/2 TABC36) MBCI2l:NEXT 
1820 PPII\IT:PF:II'H"f1EN·~ LEI'lCiTII f\T r·rr.:::3T CAI::'TUI~:E ~"LC:PF:INT 
1330 F'fd~-IT: li'JF'UT"DUTT'UT lJN LINE:F'F:INTEF:? <O> OF.: < 1 >: ", C:1 
1340 IF' Cl~O THEN l~JO 
18~jU I:'To"O: INPUT "LINEPF:INTCF: F.:Ef>,DY·~:· F'F:ESS <F:ET>: ",Cl 
1860 LPF:INT D1$:LPF:INT D2$:LPRINT 
1870 LPF:INT"F'F:OBI\BILITIEf3 OF C,'\PTLJF:E, BY U::J''-I(.';TI-1" 
1880 LFI;:INT"HEU.JHTIN(] 1'10DE No"CF:", F'OINTS INCLUDED: "P1 "-"P2 
18'30 LPf:: I 1\!T" VJE l('jHT I NCi ( T II'1E) : "; F:~·J$ (CO) : u=·r;:: H-IT" ~.JE I Gf!T I 1\113 ( C, WP) : " ; F:t,U; ( ClrJ:> 
1 'JOO LPF: I NT" GF:m..JTH-P/1F.:I\t1ETEF:S: l_ooo:: "LI", K =" f<" , C =" OC", t·JP :~" l·JP 
EJ 10 L.F'C:: I NT: L.F'fU NT" TOTt\L l'IDF-::TALI TY Z '" "'v'Z: LPF.: It'-1"1" "Nt,TUF:f>.L I'IOF::TAL l TY 1'1 '~" 1"11'1 
1 '320 LPF: I NT" CL. I NEAF: F.:EC:iF.:ESS I tJN: Z "'" Zt'1", C:OF.:F:EU\ TI tJN COEFF. o~ "f<M") ": LF'F: I NT 
1'330 LF'F:Ii'IT"t1idl." T;\B(fl) "N" TABU~i) "DELT;\ T" Tr\DC2::':)) "1•10f':Tf>.LITY" T.O,BC3::il "I'ICJk 
TALITY" TABC4'3) "N" T/;B(5'3) "F"' TAB(69) "F'" 
1'340 LF'F.:INT TABCG) "caught" Ti\DC2'0l "1" T;\BC~·j) "2" TABC45) ";:wailable" TABC65) 
"cumul at i v'=" 
1'350 FOR 12=1 TO P1:PT=F'T+F'CCI2):LPF:INT M1+CI2-1)*SI TAB(G) B2CI2) TABC26l MWCI2 
) TABC46) 83(12) TABC56l PCCI2l TA8(66) PT 
1360 IF' I2=P1 THEN 1980 
1970 L.PRINT TABC15) CTMCI2l+TMCl2+1))/2 TAB(36l MBCI2l:NEXT 
1')80 LF'F: I NT: L.PF: I NT" l'lf.::t,n L.Er-.IGTH /;T r I F:~>T C;\F'TUF::E :=" LC: F'F: I NT CHF::$ ( 2'7 l CHI~:·,:; ( ·:J 1) CHr::~i> ( 
SOlCHfd:(74) 
1'3'30 Pf~: H.JT: H-ir-·LJT" ND·J Ct,L.CULt'\ TI ON OF Z lJI TH DTI .. !Ek POINTS? < 0 > OF:: < 1 >: " ; C: 1 
2000 IF C1=1 THEN 1430 ELSE N2=NM:Ml=MO 
2010 F'kiNT: 11'-IPUT"I\IEW Ct.LCUL.O,TIDN ~JITH DIFF'EF.:EI'H WEIGHTING MCiDE-;:· <O> m;: < 1 >: ", C1 
2020 I F C 1 cc(l Tl IEI'·l :~·:o:::::o EU:JE 4E;o 
2030 F'F:IN.I: II\IPUT "F:EC:F:UITi"IE.NT r::·;\TTEF:N ~JITH SAI"IE WEIGHT. MODE? <O> Or.': < l. >: ",Cl 
2040 I F C 1 '"'0 Tl--ll::N 3'0!0 ELSE F'F: I I'H CHI?$ ( 27) CHF::$ ( 'J 1 :• C!·W$ (50) CI·JF:;~ ( 74 l :PI? I NT"·- t·J/; I T 
" : 13DTO 221 0 
2050 F:EI'I ····-···-- --····· .. ··---·-····· ·······------·····-····-····-
72 
2060 REM ~*% CHECK FOR INTERVENNING ZERO VALUE(S) 
~"2070 F'l? I NT CfiF:;-;: ( 27) CHF:$ ( ':'J 1) CHF:t. (50) CHf;:'l, ( 7 4) : r·p I NT" ZERO n?ECtU. VALUE ( S) I NCL.UDED 
IN DISTF:IBUTION!" 
2080 PF: I 1\IT" FUF:THEF.: CALC:ULA TI ON I t'IF'O<:-;S I BL.E! " 
20'j0 F'F.: I NT "CLASS" TAB ( 20) "FRI:::OU" 
2100 IF CS=l THEN 2130 
2110 FOR I2=1 TO N2:PRINT TABC2) !2 TABC20) 82CI2):FOP 13=1 TO 1000:NEXT:NEXT 
2120 GOTO 21,10 
2130 FDR 12=1 TO N2:PRINT TAB(2) I2 TAB(20) BOC1,I2):FOR !3=1 TU lOOO:NEXT:NEXT 
2140 PfdNT:F'F:lr~T"EL-II''IIt•UiTE ZERIJ n;:r:::CttJ. USING PF:OCiF:t;J•i CLEFf'IN 0" 
21::30 I NF'LJT "F'F:ESS < F:CT > FDF.: ST ,;F.:T t''IENUE : " , C 1: GOTO 2930 
2160 REM *** SUBROUTINE LINEAR REGRESSION 
2170 XQ=S1/NP:YQ=S2/NP:FW=S5-Sl~S2/NF':FX=S3-S1tS1/NP:FY=S4-S2*S2/NP 
2180 MC=FW/FX:TC=YQ-MCtXQ:KC=FW/SQRCFX*FYl:RETURN 
2190 REM =========================================================== 
2200 REM ***** RECRUITMENT PATTERN ttttt 
2210 FOR 12=1 TO N2:L1=M1+CI2-1l*SI-SI/2 
2220 FDR 11=1 TO N1:IF CMCI1)+BOCI1,12)=0 THEN 2320 
2230 B3=BOCI1,12)/10:T1=D1CI1J:LT=L1:GOSUB 2700:TL=TF-TO 
2240 FDR I3=1 TO 10 
2250 LT=L.T+SI/10:GOSUB 2700:TH=TF-TO:DT=ABS(TH-TL) 
2260 LT=LT-SI/20:GOSUB 2700:TB=TF-TO 
2270 LT=LT+SI/20:TL=TH:TB=CTB-INTCTBll*365 
2280 FDR I4=1 TO 12:IF TB>AT(I4) THEN NEXT 
22':)0 TB=- I 4-1 
2300 RPCT8l=RF'CT8)+83/DT 
2:~ 1 0 l•IE: n- I 3 
2320 NE:<T 11 
2330 NEXT 12 
2340 RM=RF'C1):IP~O 
2::~~j(l FOF: I 1 <::: TCI 12: Ir·· F:P ( I 1) < F:t·1 THEI\I F:~J:~,r~:F' (I 1) : I P=" I 1 
2360 NE=.:XT: F:S:::O 
2370 FOR 11=1 TO 12:RPCI1)=RPCI1l-RM:RS=RS+RPCI1l:NEXT 
2380 FDR 11=1 TO 12:RPCI1)=INTCRPCI1l*100/RS+.5):NEXT:RS=O 
2390 FOR 11=1 TO 12:1F RPCI1l>PS THEN RS=RF'CI1) 
2400 NEXT:RS=CINTCPS/10+.5)l*10:YF=19/RS 
2410 FOR I1=1 TO 12:APC11)=1NTCRPCI1ltYF+.5):NEXT 
2420 PRINT CHRSC27lCHR$(91lCHR$C50lCHR$(74l:PRINT 11 RECRUITMENT PATTERN- VIDEO PL 
OT" 
2430 PI'-::INT"~~ F:ECr:::UITI"IEIH" 
2440 FOF: I2=19 TO 1 STEF' ·-·l:f"F<:INT INT(l2/YF-1··.~3) TA8(6) "!"; 
2450 FOF.: I1="1P TD 12:Ir-- t,PCI1l>~I2 TIIEN ::·F:INT TABCG+CI1+1--IP):t:6) ":i:"; 
2460 t~EXT 
2470 FOF: I 1=1 TO IP-1: IF AF'(! 1) >=I:? THEN PR INT Tt,BCE-H I1+13-IF·):t:E,) ":t:'l; 
2480 I'~EXT 
2490 PRINT:NEXT 12 
2 ~50 (l p F: I NT I I -- -·- -- -·· -· ... ··-· ·-· --· -··· -- -·- ---- -·- -·-- -·- -- -·- -- -- -·- --· --- -··- -- --· -·- --- -·- -- --· ---- -· --· ••••• --· -··· -··· -·· ••••.••.•• -··· ·-·· ··-· -·· -···- •• ·-- ··••• 
73 
::::s1 o r NPUT "ouTr'·LJT Llt-1 L 1 NEr·r.:: r n-~T:r:::·~·· < o > or::: < 1 >: " 1 c 1 
2520 IF C1=0 THEN 390 
2530 I NF'UT "LI NEF'F: I NTEP F:Ef\D\'·? F'I?ESS < F:E:T >: "1 C 1 
2540 LPRINT Dl$:LPRINT D2$:LPRINT 
25~i0 U''RINT"I?E.CF:UITI·IENT F';\TTEF:N": LPF:H.IT"~~ElC:i~ITHIG I"ICJDC tk•"CF: 
2560 u~·r::: I NT" l·JE I C:iiH I NG <:TI ME) : "; Pl·J$ ( CCi.l 
2570 LPr;:rNT"Gr<:CJ~JTH-Po6.Pt-,I"IETEr:::s: L.oc•"""LI", I< ="f<" 1 1>="DC", l.JF· ='"vJP: LPPINT 
2580 LF'I? I NT" ~~RECI?U I TMENT" 
25':!0 FCJR I2=o19 TO 1 STEP --·1:LPr<:INT INT<:I2/YF+.5) TAB(6) "I"; 
2600 FOF: I1~=IP TO 1:2~ Il-- ,'jF·(I1)::'"~I2 THEN LPF:Hrr Ti1B(6HI1+1--IP):J:f_ö) ":t:"; 
2510 NEXT 
2520 FOF: 11=1 TO IP--l:IF ;\F'(l1)>"~I2 THEN LPF:INT Ti-"\D(6·+(Il+l3--IP):t-:C) ":f"; 
2630 NEXT 
2540 LPRINT:NEXT r~ 
2G50 L.Pr;: I NT"-···--··---··--------- ·····---------··------·····---·-·--------··-··-··----··-----·-···------·-·---··-··-·-·--·--··-----·-··--·--··-·····--···-··--·--·-··-·-····----·-------·-·------·-
2660 PRINT CHR$C27)CHP$(9l)CHRSC50)CHR$C74):FOP 11~1 TO 12:RP(l1)=0:NEXl.:GDTO 39 
0 
2670 REM ========~==~==============~==~=====~~======~======~= 
2680 REM *** SUBROUTINE T (AGE) 
2690 TF=L.OGC1-LT/l.l)/(-K)+TO:RETURN 
2700 TF=T1+LOG(1-LT/LI)/K 
2710 IF OC=O THEN 2730 
2720 .,T,~TF+OC:f:'.3II'H6. 2831')1:(Tl··T\3)) /C. ~C:B31'3 
2730 F:ETLJr<:N 
2740 REM----~----------------·-----------------------------
2750 REM *** SUBROUTIN~ VIDEO PLOT 
2760 I3=0:L9~95*Ll/100 
2770 FOR I2==N2 TD l ~3TEF" l:IF- ~'I11(L:·.l):t!::;I+Sl/L'L.'3 Tlll::l'.l r:;;"'I:.::;+l 
2780 Nr:::xT 
2730 NH=N2-I3:YL=O 
2800 FOR I2=1 TO NH:IF 81CI2l<YL AND 81(12)>-99 THEN YL=81CI2) 
2010 NEXT 
2820 YH"'O 
2830 FOR 12=1 TO NH:IF 81(12l>YH THEN YH=B1Cl2) 
2840 NEXr 
2850 YD=YH-YL+.01:YF=YD/25:XF=75/CTMCNH)-TMC1)) 
2860 F'R I NT" NOTE F'O I NTS TO BE I I'JCLUDED 
2870 FCJR 11=0 TO 24:YA=YH-Il*YF:YB=YA-YF 
2880 FOR I2=1 TD NH:IF YA>=B1Cl2) AND B1CI2)>YB THEN PRINT TA8(1+INTCCTMCI2l-TM( 
1)):fXF+.5)) I2; 
2890 NEXT I2:PPINT:FOR 13=1 TO 1000:NEXT:NEXT 11 
2900 PF:INT''---------------------------------------------------------------------
-· -- ·-- -·· --· __ --- -- -- II 
2') 10 F:f':HJ!?N 
2920 REM ==:=====~~=~======~==~============~========~====~= 
2'330 CHAIN "~:3T;\F:T" 
2'340 END 
74 
1 0 F:Et1 ELEF f1N 2B 
20 DEFINT r.,C:,I,~I 
30 DIM AOC24,50):DIM ADC24):DIM AMC24):DIM C:MC24):DIM ATC12):DIM D1C24) 
40 DIM B1(~30):DH•J B2(5t)):DH1 TLC30):DII"I fi'1(~30):Dit•\ Tl-1(50) 
50 AT(1)=0:ATC2)=31:ATC3)=59:AT(4)=90:ATC5)=120:ATCG)=151:ATC7)=181:ATC8)=212:AT 
(9)=243:ATC10)=273:ATC11)=304:ATC12)=334 
60 PRINT C:HR$C27)CHR$C91)C:HR$C50)C:HR~C74) 
70 F'F: I N·r" ···- --- ·------- --·----·----- ---·--··-----·---- -------------···········------ ----·---·-·-··-- ··----·--·----- ------·-····-· --·--·---· ····- ----------------·--------·-------·--------
FJU F'F: I NT" ELEF 1\N 2B 
90 PRINT'' PROGRAM FOR ESTIMATION OF Loo AND Z/K FROM 
l 00 F·F: I NT'' FI?OI"I Ll~~'IC:iTI 1·- r:·r:::EC!UENCY Dt\T ;:-, 
110 PRINT''---------------------------------------------------------------------
120 REM ***** DATA INPUT ttttt 
130 F'FdtH:Ic·r.nNT"INPUT OF LENGTH-FF.:EOUENCY Dt1T/1 FTOM DISK ONLY":PF.:INT 
140 ON ERROR GOTO 170 
150 INPUT "ENTEF.: Dt1 T ,t;F I u: W\~1:::.: : ", D 1$ 
160 CiOTO 180 
170 CLOSE#l:RESUME 150 
1 BO OPEN " I " , 11: 1 , D 1 $ 
1 ·:,•o I I'WUTH 1 , D2$ 
200 INPUT#1,Nl,N2,M1,M2,SI 
210 FCm I:l:o:l TO N1: It~F'UTH1,;\I'I~:I1),(iDCI1) 
220 FDR 12=1 TU N2:IF EDF(l) THEN 240 ELSE INPUT#l,AOCI1,12) 
z:;o NEXT: NEXT 
240 CLD:.)Eii 1 
250 F'F:INT: PfdNT Dl$: F'F:HH D2$: PF<:HIT" " 
:260 I NF'UT " I ~:-3 TH I~) C:OF:PECT -~· < 0 > DJ? < :l >: ", C: 1 
270 IF Cl=O THEN 150 
280 REM ==============~============================:=~==~== 
JOO IF Nl~l l'HEN CM(1)=1:C:5=1:GDTD 430 
310 FF:INT Clll7:'tC27:lCHF:;;c·)1)CHF:$(~10)CI·iF:·'i-'04):PF:INT"3ELECTION OF S1\MF'LES" 
320 FOG:: I J.o: 1 TCi 1\11: I''F.:INT: F'F.:HH"~:l.t;lviF'LE" I 1: PF:INT 
330 PF: I NT "CL/iSS" T,\B •: :20) "FF::EC!LJ. " 
340 FDR I2=1 TD N2:PRINT TABC2) 12 TABC:20) AOCI1,I2l:NEXT 
350 F'F:INT:INF'UT "INCLLJDED? <O::- OF: <1>: ",Cl 
360 IF Cl>O THEN CMCll)=l:CS~CS+CMCii) 
370 NEXT 11 
380 IF CS>l THEN 430 
390 FDR 11=1 TO Nl:IF CMCI1J=O THEN NEXT ELSE CI=Il 
400 Cl·l ( 1 l ,-" 1 : N 1 ,,., 1 
410 FDR 12~1 TO N2:AOC1, 12)=AO(CI,l2):NEXT 
420 REM *** ADDING LJF SAMFLES 
430 FDR 11=1 TO Nl:IF CMCilJ=O THEN 450 
440 FOR 12=1 TO N2:81(I2)=81(I2l+AOCI1,I2l:NEXT 
450 NEXT I1 
460 1\10=,0 
470 FOR I2=N2 TO 1 STEP -l:IF D1Cl2)=0 THEN NO=N0+1 ELSE 490 
'~<30 1-..!EXT 
4':'!0 l\l2o:ci'-12--NO 
500 FOR 12=1 TO N2:82CI2)=81CI2l:NEXT 
510 REM ==~~==~~========================================== 
75 
520 Pn1 :+::l'::n::j: EST Mt\ TI On OF Lo:oo :n::f:t::t: 
530 FOR 12=1 TON :TMCI2)=(I2-ll*SI~M1-SI/2:TLCI2l=O:NEXT 
540 F'R I NT CHI?$ C 27 CHP$ ( ·:ö•l ) CHF.:$ (50) C:J-IP$ ( 74) : F'F: I NT"\,) I DEO PL_OT: X 
ENGTJ-0 
~~0 GDSUG 870: REM ~ TD VlDLDPL.OT 
:.5 5•) Ii'WUT "LOWEST CLi\SS (Nu • TO DE I NCLUDL::D ·:· : ", F' 1 
570 B2CN2)=81CN2):NP=B2(N2J 
L.ENGTJI, Y 
580 rm:: I2=N2-1 TO Pl ~;TCT' -1:E::~Cl2l"D::•:L>1)·1[!1(12):J·Jp,,J.If''+D2CI2l:NEXT 
~90 FOR I2=Pl TO N2 
600 FOR I3=I2 TO N2:TLCI2)=1LCI2J~B1CI3l*CM1+CI3-1l*Sll:NEXT 
610 TLCI2l~TLCI2l/82CI2l:NEXT I2 
620 Sl=O:S2=0:S3=0:S4=0:S5=0 




670 GOSUB 1020: REM * TO LINREG 
J·l CL 
GDO F'F;: I NT: F'F: I l'lT" F:ECii?ES!:; I ON E::QU/', TI ON: I"JE/',N LENGTf-1 PLOTTED ON LOVJEF: CL;\SS L. I t'l I T" 
6'30 PF.:INT"l·J[IGHTED BY Clll"1ULt,TI\.!E N": FF:INT 
700 F'F:INT" Y = "TC" + "r'IC" :t: X , i' "'"f,::C", i'·····2 '="f<C:U<C 
710 F'F: I NT" E:3T I l'lf; TI ON IJF ,\SYt·1PTOT I C L_EI\ICiTH: Lo:•o =="TC/ ( 1-t1C) 
720 F'f;:INT"ESTJ.I"It,TICJI\1 or:- Zlf<: : Z/f:: ="~'IC:/ ( 1-1'1C) 
730 F'f? 1 I'JT: INPUT "DUTPUT IJN 1._ I l\IEF'I~: I NTEF:? < 0 > 01? < 1 > : ", C 1 
740 IF Cl< >1 HJCN fE:O ELC>r:. INi-'UT "L.INEF'F:INTEF: F:EADY? <PET> :",Cl 
750 L.F'RINT Dit:LPRINT 
7GO Lr:·r:::INT"[~3TII'1i\Timl OF IW~II'jlTE LEt-.ICiTH": L.PF:INT 
770 LF'P I NT" F:C(:JF:I':'_::;s I tJN UJl.Ji\T I ON: X " L.Dl~EI? LIMIT OF :3r'Jt,L_LC:ZT LEI,ICiTH CL_,~f:3S 
7DO Lr:·r;: I I'.IT" Y "' 1'1Ei\J'.j LENGTH OVEF: ALL CLt;SSES 
7'00 LPF: I t~T" L(Jl,.JE:::n CLl1~3S I NCl.UDED: LENGTH CLl\~:3~'3 No" P 1 
800 LPkii\JT'' Y ::.: ''TC'' h!· ''1" .. /C'' .:1-: ·.. ; , .. ::::''I:::C'', r·····2 =''KC:t:KC 
810 LF'F:INT"F.:STII"I.\TE~ OF Loo: "TC/ C 1--J'1C:i 
820 L.F'r~:INT''E~-~~Tllv!t,TE OF Z/1<: ''Jv!C/ ( l-·t"IC) 
830 F'F.: I 1\IT: I Ni='UT "NL~l~ U;LCULJ•,T I ON ~.J I TH OTiH:::F: PO I NL;·~· < 0 > DF: < 1 > : ", C 1 
840 IF Cl=O THEN lOGO ELSE 530 
850 F.:EM =========================================~==~======= 
OGO PEM tt~ SUDF:OUTINE VIDEO PLOT 
870 YLc.'l) 
880 FDP I2:1 TD N2:IF B1CI2><YL AND B1CI2l>-99 THEN YL=B1CI2) 
8'30 NEXT 
'300 YH=~O 
'310 FOF: 12,=1 Hl ~ü: H- Bl ( 12) >VII THEI'-1 YI-I,=Bl C 12) 
930 YD=YH-YL+.Ol:YF=YD/25:XF=75/CTMCN2l-TM(l)) 
'340 PF: I NT" NOTE PO I NT:3 TO BI:~ INCLUDED 
950 FOP 11=0 TO 24:YA=YH-I1*YF:YD=YA-YF 
960 FOF: I2=1 TO N2:IF YA>~B1CI2) AND B1CI2l>YB THEN PRINT TAB(1+INTC(TMCI2l-TMC1 
) ):t:XF+. 5)) I2; 




1000 F'Et·l ----- --- ---- ------ -- ------- ·------ --- ·-- ------ ·-· --- -------- -·--- -------------·-- ·-
1010 F:EM ttt SUBF:OUTINE LINREG 
1020 XQ=S1/NP:YO=S2/NP:FW=S5-Sl*S2/NF':FX=S3--SltS1/NP:FY=S4-S2*S2/NP 
1030 MC=FW/FX:TC=YO-MCtXQ:f<C=FW/SQRCFXtFYl:RETURN 
1 CH 0 F:CTUPI\1 
1 0 5 t) F: [:/"1 ,~, == ,,. """' " '·' '""· ..... : ,. ,, "·· ,, ,, ':."·'' .. , .. "' .,= '' --"'"'''' :· "' "' c.:. == """ """ = c:. == '"' = c: := '"" o:. "' == "' = ''"' 
lOGO CII/,It'J "~;·:·r,F:T" 
1070 EI'ID 
76 
